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EDITOR'S PAGE

The

Speech

Association

of Minnesota Journal Is an annual publication

o£ the Speech Association of Minnesota. Manuscripts dealing with a wide
variety of issues and ideas related to Speech Communication and Dramatic Arts
are encouraged. Contributions may be either (1) an article of 1000 to 4000
words, written in formal or informal style, and ranging in content from the

theoretical/speculative to the pedagogical/pragmatic, or (2) a broadside, in
effect, a brief essay of about 500 to 700 words, written in an informal style
and discussing or outlining such diverse matters as teaching tips, classroom
exercises, observations about our profession, the state organization, or any
other developed statements relevant to Speech/Theater policies, programs, and
practices in secondary schools and colleges.
The

Journal

staff

wishes to draw particular attention to articles by

John Stewart and Robert Scott, whose contributions begin and end this Journal
edition, as a "Visiting Voice" and "Minnesota Teacher," respectively. Both
contributors are

well-known

offers a look into the
Communication

for

past,

their

present,

area of our discipline,

teaching and research,

and

future of

John Stewart

the Interpersonal

Robert Scott, using a similar strategy,

examines future prospects for graduate education in Speech Communication.

I

found these articles stimulating and worth discussion. I personally want to
thank both Professor Stewart and Professor Scott for their contributions.

The

Journal

staff

is

also

pleased

to

publish

a variety of other

articles appropriate to the teaching and study of our discipline.
McDowell

examines

variances

in

teachers'

perceptions

of

their

Earl
own

communicative styles. Nadine Marsnik and Erika Vora provide an approach to
listening that can be used beneficially in the classroom. Kenneth Wilkens
offers

his historical account of the Speech llcensure issue.

Ray E. Wagner, a

recent recipient of the Outstanding Speech Communication Teacher Award from
the

state

of Ohio, offers a personal look at how he continues to motivate and

inspire both graduate and undergraduate students. Kathryn Sunnarborg and
Jerry Frye, a student/professor team, have summarized some helpful
introductory material on nonverbal that can be adapted for classroom use. And
finally, Carla Colburn provides us with an undergraduate honors paper that is
innovative

and

stimulating.

In

addition, I would like to call attention to

Carla's professor at Gustavus Adolphus, Bill Robertz. Bill continues to aid
his students in development as people and scholars In the best of the liberal
arts tradition.

A special thanks goes to the editorial staff: Becky Kroll, Glenn
Stocker, Colleen Stiles-Stokes and Connie King. All the staff and authors
have made the task of putting the Journal together an enjoyable one for me.
Thanks

to

each

contributor and to you, the members of the Speech Association

of Minnesota, for your support and readership.

SOME NOTES ON INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION'S
PAST. PRESENT. AND FUTURE
John Stewart*

Editor

Ron

Arnett

interpersonal theory

and

asked

me

to comment on "the origin and future of

its impact on

our

teaching of the subject." I

suspect he worded his request that way because he knows that my own history
with this subject matter is marked by the same tension between research and
pedagogy that has characterized the development of interpersonal communication
in this field and that, I believe, will continue to characterize it.

Like

most

pre-1970 Ph.D.'s, I

had

no

coursework in interpersonal

communication in my undergraduate, MA, or doctoral programs. Instead, my
training included two versions of the basic speech course, classes in public
speaking, voice science, oral interpretation, drama, radio-tv, public address,
argumentation, rhetorical and communication theory, group communication, and
communication education; a minor in philosophy; and co-curricular experiences
in debate, forensics, and drama.
My closest contact with interpersonal
communication came when, as a Ph.D. candidate, I co-taught a psychology of
communication course.

I was introduced to interpersonal communication in 1969 by Michael
Hagen, who helped interview me for the position he was leaving as Basic Course
Director at the University of Washington. (Micha.el was on his way to Hamline
University in St. Paul.)
Both of my experiences as a student in the basic
course had been unhappy ones, and in the interview I discovered that Michael
shared my conviction that there had to be teachable basic course content that
was
more exciting and applicable than syllogistic reasoning, types of
gestures, sentence outlines, and the speaker's triangle. As we talked, I came
to believe that the department at Washington might be a place where I could
help develop a basic course that spoke directly to student needs. This course
would

be

different

from both the ones I had taken and the ones I had studied

in speech education graduate coursework, because it would emphasize not public
speaking or fundamentals of speech but interpersonal communicating.. At that
time I knew of only one textbook that could be suitable for such a course,
Gordon Wiseman and Larry Barker's Speech—Interpersonal Communication. 1

Wiseman and Barker's
"recent knowledge in
order

to

help

"Communication

platform.
involving

goal was to integrate into public speaking training,
the areas of communication and general semantics" in

people with their "day-to-day communication."
is

As they put it.

not an act which should be isolated to the classroom or the

It is a vital force in the everyday affairs of each individual,
some precepts which can be taught and others which must be caught.

Thus

the authors view public speaking as interpersonal communication."2 I had

used

their

book in a six-week public speaking course I taught for a church in

* John Stewart is Associate Professor of Speech Communication at the
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.

Los Angeles, and I saw it as a welcome innovation.
Professor

Hagen

had

been

able

to move the basic course he directed

away from traditional public speaking because of a history of innovation that
professors Horace Rahskopf and Tom Nilsen had been building at the University
of Washington.
As department chair, Rahskopf tried to operationalize his
scholarly commitment to speech as his discipline's focus by building the
curriculum
on
a
basic
course
that was not public speaking, group
communication, or persuasion, but that focused on speech as distinctive to
humans and foundational for all communication. Nilsen had been working since

he came to the department in 1950 to integrate into his teaching the insights
he developed in his dissertation research and his subsequent work as a
consultant to Boeing and the Navy Department.3

Nilsen's dissertation reported the results of his observations of
communication in the highly profitable Florsheim shoe factory in Chicago.
Northwestern professor Irving Lee directed Nilsen's study, and it was Lee's
commitment to the importance of speech in developing understanding in work
groups and families that enabled Nilsen to complete our discipline's first

qualitative field study of interpersonal communication in an organizational
setting.4 Nilsen's fieldwork had convinced him of the importance of "informal
communication that involves genuine attitudes and feelings, the kind of
communication through which people's lives affect one another." That was
originally what he used the term "interpersonal communication" to discuss.

Nilsen

was especially struck by the way talk manifested a desire to protect or

enhance one's "ego," and he noted, well before Jack Gibb's classic essay, the
pervasive

influence

of

defensiveness

in

the

communication

he

observed.

Nilsen's thinking has been influenced not only by Irving Lee's applied general
semantics
MacGregor,
school of
in print

but also by the writings of Elton
and Fritz J. Roethlisberger,
Business. Nilsen first used the
to characterize his interests

Mayo, Burleigh B. Gardner, Douglas
pioneers of the "human relations"
term "interpersonal communication"
in his 1964 "Conceptual Framework"

article in the Central States Speech Journal.5

As

Hagen

a student and then junior colleague of Nilsen and Rahskopf, Michael

was able

to develop the University of Washington's Speech 103 into one

of our field's first wholly interpersonal basic courses. At the same time,
very influential parallel developments had been occurring on other campuses.
Professor Elwood Murray's Speech Personality Laboratory at the University of
Denver focused almost exclusively on interpersonal communication, as did
programs at the University of Kansas, Oregon State, and elsewhere. Beginning
in

1946,

students

trained

at

the

Bethel

Institute

in

Maine

were

also

influencing the teaching of interpersonal and group communication in schools
of Business Administration and some speech departments.
In my case, however, I was fortunate enough to be hired fresh out of
my Ph.D. program to direct what was already a non-traditional basic course in
a department soon to be chaired by a professor who would have been this

field's first
believed

widely-published

that

would

have

interpersonal communication
earned

him

tenure.

Tom

scholar

Nilsen

had he

introduced

interpersonal communication into the basic course at Washington, not because
he was following a trend or psychologizing the study of speech, but because of
an

empirical

discovery

that

he

made

in

his

dissertation

research.

He

discovered that the daily, face-to-face, informal communicating of genuine

attitudes and feelings was the most important kind of "on-the-job" or
"organizational" communication, and he wanted the basic course to recognize
that discovery. I was able to pursue my commitment to a more practical and
useful basic course by following and broadening the trail that had already
been blazed by professor Nilsen, his chairperson professor Rahskopf, and their
student, professor Hagen.

As I began to move down that trail, two interrelated issues emerged as
critical to both the research and the pedagogical development of interpersonal
communication. Both grew out of this part of our field's checkered past, both

were important in the burgeoning years of the early 1970's and both continue
to be reflected in journal editorial policies, curriculum decisions, and

convention programming.

One issue is the meaning of the term "interpersonal"

in the label "interpersonal communication," and the other related issue is
whether the study of interpersonal communication is mdst appropriately treated
as a science or an art.

Interpersonal

My interest in the philosophy of communication led me to ask at the
outset what is meant by the term "interpersonal" when it is used to modify
"communication."
Through
Michael Hagen, Tom Nilsen's interest in the
communication of attitudes and feelings by which people's lives affect one
another and in the function of communication to protect and enhance one's
"ego" had been translated into a course organized around Watzlawick, Beavin,
and Jackson's just-published axioms of communication, Carl Rogers and Fritz
Roethlisberger's "Barriers and Gateways to Communication," and related works.
Those

sources focused

my

attention

on

distinctions

between

more or less

"personal" qualities or types of communication which occur in various
situations or settings. Rogers' quality of "congruence," for example, could
characterize' a

public

speech, a

telephone

call, a contribution to group

deliberation, or the communication in an intimate conversation. Thus that
literature suggested to me that "interpersonal" was a term for a quality or
type of communicating.

The alternative to that view was to employ the term "interpersonal" to
designate a communication situation, context, or setting. Dean Barnlund
argued for that position in his influential 1968 collection. Interpersonal

Communication;

Survey and Studies.6

communicative setting" is characterized

For Barnlund, "the interpersonal
by "the

presence

of

two or more

individuals in physical proximity," "some sort of 'perceptual engagement'"
where each

person "provid[es] cues that are a direct consequence of the cues

supplied by others," so that there is an "exchange of messages," which,
t^c^use it "usually occurs in face-to-face encounters" exploits "all sense
modalities,"?
is concerned

in

which

He summarized, "the study of interpersonal communication, then,
with the investigation of relatively informal social situations

persons in face-to-face encounters sustain a focused interaction

through the reciprocal exchange of verbal and nonverbal cues."8
Barnlund's

characterization

could

not

encompass even all the essays

reprinted in his volume; for example. Franklin Fearing's "Toward a
Psychological Theory of Human Communication"9 and Carl R. Rogers' "The
Characteristics of a Helping Relationship,"10 clearly emphasize qualitative
rather than simply situational factors. But the conception of interpersonal

conununication

that Barnlund summarized still stands as one of this field's two

primary definitions of the term.

Gerald R. Miller helped codify the two approaches in his 1976 "state

of the art essay. Miller began with an assumption that he and I share, "that

ills way we think about the interpersonal communication process dictates [sic]
the way we construct and test theories concernine it."11

He identified four

approaches, the situational," "the developmental," "the law-governed," and
the rule-governed. Importantly, these four describe the conceptual poles of
two

different

continue

^situational-developmental"
laws-rules

continuum

or

dimensions

continuum

describes

of

one

describes a different one.

contrast

The

dimension and the
Miller's discussion

indicated that he recognized this fact; for example, he noted that his

preferred kind of "laws" research "must be conducted from a developmental

perspective

and he defined the latter two approaches by contrasting them only

with each other.12

But the most important effect of Miller's essay, I believe, was to
reinforce the primary conceptual distinction between what I call "situational"

and
qualitative" and Miller calls "situational" and "developmental"
approaches to interpersonal communication. I agree with Miller that many
investigators have used "number of communicators," "degree of physical
proximity, "available sensory channels" and "immediacy of feedback" to

distinguish noninterpersonal from interpersonal situations, and I agree with
Miller s description of the limitations of this approach.13 I also agree that
the primary conceptual alternative is to posit an impersonal-interpersonal
continuum and to focus, as Miller puts it, on "specific qualitative changes
[that] occur as communication becomes more [or less] interpersonal."14 I

believe, however, that the conceptually and semantically appropriate term for

this approach is one that contrasts "quality" with "situation" rather than
contrasting
development" with "situation."- Unfortunately, the term

qualitative

is problematic not only because it is typically used to

designate a body of research methods but also because it can connote an

evaluative judgment that should not be made.
etc.;

(Impersonal communication,

frequently "good"—appropriate, effective, consistent,
Miller attempted to cope with this problem by labelling the abscissa of

his relational graph degree of 'interpersonalness,'" a solution just about as

awkward as my

qualitative."

Nevertheless,

I

believe

that

the

"situational-qualitative"

distinction, despite its terminological problems, provides the most useful way
0 structure... this field's views of or approaches to interpersonal
communication. Communication professionals do not yet agree on the meaning of

the term

interpersonal,

but this distinction allows us to identify many of

the conceptual and operational implications of "the assumptions with which we

begin

our teaching and our research.

It clarifies, for example, why

qualitative or developmental approaches to interpersonal communication were
especially vulnerable to the excesses of the "me decade." The interests of

speech^^ communication researchers, especially teachers in "personal" rather
than impersonal communication, made us vulnerable to the most narcissistic
aspects of humanistic psychology, existentialism, and the human potential
movement.

Now that those well-decried and well-documented extremes are behind

reaction— Back

to

public

survived

speaking!"

the

"No

predictable, just-as-extreme

more touchy-feelyI"—it is

interesting to note how we are moving in a more solidly humanistic direction.
That brings me to my second issue.
Art or Science

Barnlund
began
the Introduction to his
interpersonal communication readings by noting that;

727-page

collection

of

The art of communication has been a major concern of many cultures
from classical Greece to contemporary America, and an almost unbroken

line of

writing connects

Aristotle's Rhetoric and Kenneth Burke's ^

Grammar of Motives.
But the science of communication—the systematic
and controlled investigation of human interaction—is of fairly recent
origin.15

A

few

pages later

reporting

that

Barnlund

in

selecting

reinforced the "art vs. science" distinction by
readings

to

include

in his volume, his first

criterion
was
that
they
be "published
papers
based
on
careful
experimentation."16
As a result, the collection is heavy with contributions
from social psychologists such as Theodore Newcomb, Leon Festinger, Irving
Janis, Morton Deutsch, and Fred E. Fiedler, with titles like "A Test of

Interpersonal Attraction Predictions Derived from Balance Theory," "The Power
Variable
in
Communication
Experiments," "Upward
Communication
in
Experimentally Created Hierarchies," and "Instrumental Affiliative Functions
of Facial and Gestural Expressions." Barnlund's volume clearly presents the
study of interpersonal communication as a social science.

Nilsen's
discussions
of interpersonal communication began from
different assumptions and moved in different directions. Nilsen reports that
he was most influenced by Elton Mayo, professor of industrial research in the
Graduate School of Business Administration at Harvard. One of Mayo's most
widely-circulated

works

is

The

Social

Problems

of

an

Industrial

Civilization.17
This was one of three volumes in which Mayo reported oti a
twenty-five year program of research on "human relations" undertaken by him
and several of his colleagues.
The difference between Mayo's approach and
Barnlund's is striking.
Mayo

of

glorification

"To

begins his book with a thirty-page chapter called "The Seamy Side

Progress."

He

of

argues

scientific

there

that the early

twentieth century's

progress has produced some serious distortions.

the artist's eyes," Mayo writes, "something was decidedly askew in the

actual
though

Victorian progress; and that something continues to this day. It is as
man himself is not expected to progress, but only his material

surroundings...."18

Mayo cites

the warnings of the French engineer Frederic

LePlay and French sociologist Emile Durkheim about the negative impact of
industrialized
society on human health and happiness.
He argues that
Americans
have
ignored
the
warning of these late-nineteenth century

"prophets," and that as a result students are primarily being taught technical
skills.
Even when social skills are discussed, "students . . . are not taught
that social skill begins in the art of provoking and receiving, communications
from others.
The attitudes and ideas thus communicated, by no means wholly
logical,

will

serve

to

form

the

basis

of

a

wider

and

more

effective

understanding."19
Mayo
contrasts "the
successful sciences—chemistry,
physics, physiology—" with "the unsuccessful sciences—sociology, psychology,

political science"20—and notes that one reason for the latter's failure is
that;

They do not seem to equip students with a single social skill that is
usable in ordinary human situations. Sociology is highly developed,
but mainly as an exercise in the acquisition of scholarship. Students
are taught to write books about each other's books. Of the psychology
of normal adaptation, little is said, and, of sociology in the living
instance, sociology of the intimate, nothing at all.21

Mayo concludes, "I

believe that social study should

begin

with careful

observation of what may be described as communication; that is, the capacity
of an individual to communicate his feelings and ideas to another, the

capacity of groups to communicate effectively and

intimately

with each

other."22

Importantly, the most influential of the studies is this group's
quarter-century of research were the ones done at the Western Electric Company
at Hawthorne, Pennsylvania, and reported in Roethlisberger and Dixon's
Management
how

the

and

the

1920's

Worker.23

The classic "Hawthorne studies" demonstrated

state-of-the-art

social

science

missed

the most important

actual determinant of employee productivity, their feelings of importance and
cohesiveness. Mayo reports one of the primary findings in these words:

What
the

actually

team

gave

happened

was that six individuals became a team and

itself wholeheartedly and spontaneously to cooperation

in the experiment.
The consequence was that they felt themselves to
be participating freely and without afterthought, and were happy in
the knowledge that they were working without coercion from above or
limitation from below.24

Obviously an approach to interpersonal communication teaching and
research which is influenced by these sentiments is going to differ markedly
from one committed to treating the field as a young and promising social
science.
On the latter view, teaching and research efforts will focus on the
identification, operationalization, and control of discrete variables in order
to verify their predictable patterns of causal relationship. The general goal
is prediction and control of interpersonal communicative cognitions and
behaviors and one primary means of reaching that goal is to specify, insofar
as possible, invariant or highly predictable links among variables. If
philosophical questions are raised they are limited to epistemology; method is
the only slice of the pie that warrants much philosophical work. On the other
hand,
scholars and teachers influenced by the former view assume the
irreducibility of the uniquely human experience of interpersonal contact and
seek to describe as much as possible of that experience's volitional,
emotional, aesthetic, and context-specific richness. Here the emphasis is on
individual

differences,

not on the individual similarities that ground social

scientific
generalizations.
Ontological,
metaphysical, and
questions are at least as important as epistemological ones.
Both

approaches

have

been

pursued

teachers.

The

view

that

scholars

and

science,

however,

clearly

with "interpersonal" in

dominates;

their

by

this

interpersonal

axiological
communication

part of our field is a social

ICA, SCA, and regional interest groups

title are

populated

primarily

by "social

scientists."
Human

Most of the interpersonal communication articles published in

Communication Research.

Yearbook
taken,

Communication Monographs, and the Communication

series reinforce this trend. Alternative approaches continue to be
however,

Keltner's

not

only

Interpersonal

in

best-selling

basic

Speech-Communication.25

textbooks

Ron

such

as

John

Adler and Neil Towne's

Looking Out7Looking In,26 and the Bridges Not Walls collection,27 but also in
more

sophisticated

treatments

such

as

William

S,

Howell's

The

Empathic

Communicator,28
Barry
Brummett's "Some
Implications of 'Process' or
'Intersubjectivity';
Postmodern
Rhetoric,"29 Ron
Arnett's "Toward a
Phenomenological
Dialogue,"30
and
my
"Foundations
of
Dialogic
Communication."31

The "art" "versus" "[social] science" controversy over interpersonal
communication

research

and

teaching

is,

of

course,

this

field's current

version of a dispute that has marked western intellectual history for at least
a century and a half—some would say for twenty-five centuries. It is a
controversy which was addressed in the late 19th and early 20th centuries by,
for example, Wilhelm Dilthey and Max Weber, and which is currently being
discussed by Paul Ricoeur, Hans-Georg Gadamer, and many others under the
labels

trace

Naturwissenschaften

vs.

Geisteswissenschaften. 32

the dispute to classical Greece.

Some scholars even

At least one distinguished philosopher

of history argues that a distinctive feature Plato intended to highlight in
his dialogues was the qualitative difference between, for example, Socrates'
communication and
Callicl^s'. It may be argued that Eric Voegelin's
interpretation of Plato makes it possible to identify Plato as the first
philosopher of dialogue!33
That, of course, could make Aristotle the first
social scientist.
At any rate, the dispute was exacerbated by C. P. Snow's

infamous "two cultures" essay, and it has been critiqued as unnecessarily
polarizing and misleadingly divisive by legions of scholars.
Strangely enough, however, the dispute persists. In his contribution
to the 1983 International Communication Association publication Ferment in the
Field, for example, the highly influential interpersonal communication scholar
Gerald R. Miller notes that;

Among

communication

volition

researchers

has replaced

a

respect

for

the

role

the law-governed, deterministic

of human

paradigm of

communication behavior... [but that] If choice is to be conceived as
perceived freedom to engage in the mechanics of choice behavior, it

can be nicely handled within a deterministic position... [so that]
what began as a volitional bang ends as a deterministic whimper.34
Miller also critiques what he terras a "contemporary swing to the rationalist
view of knowledge," by which he appears to mean ethnographic, participant
observation, and other interpretive/humanistic studies of communication. His
indictment is, interestingly, that these studies are "elitist" rather than

"egalitarian" because they do not permit others to replicate their findings,
and

that

these

scholars

"confuse

what is known with what is believed."35

Thus by appealing to the distinction between determinism and choice and by
invoking
the scientific criterion of replicability against interpretive
research. Miller helps keep the dispute alive.
In

editor

his

capstone

George Gerbner

essay

takes a

in

the same volume, Journal of Communication

position

similar

to but less explicit than

Miller's. First Gerbner joins the ranks of those who condemn the art/science
"false dichotomy," "The essence of humanism," Gerbner argues, "was its
scientific

(as

scholasticism."

well as artistic and

linguistic) challenge

to

medieval

He continues:

In communications terms, science is the human attempt to penetrate the
realities of existence, and art is the effort to express them.
Science thus works to make statements true while art struggles to make

them compelling

and

believable.

The

two

complement rather

than

contradict each other.

Equally
misleading is the qualitative-quantitative dichotomy.
Qualitative distinctions and judgments (as in labeling or classifying)
are

prerequisites

to

quantitative

measurements;

the

two

are

inseparable.36

Gerbner's account clearly manifests what Gadaraer would call Gerbner's
prejudice;37 art and science are complementary, so long as art remembers that
it expresses but does not invent truth and that qualitative distinctions only
set the stage for more fully developed, quantitative ones.

My

point

is

that

communication continues
"art/science"
labels

our current understanding of interpersonal

to reflect
are
as

this tension between perspectives. My
reductive
and
distorting
as
are

"quantitative/qualitative," "scientific/humanistic," and the other terms which
have

been

used

to

reflects contrasting

characterize

habits

of

this tension.

mind,

But the tension is real.

different

views

It

of the relationship

between the individual and the social and, most importantly, different values.
It is crucial, I believe, chat the tension not be masked by claims that it
does not exist or artificially dissolved either overtly by academic power

plays

or

covertly

via

patronizing

and

hypocritical affirmations of

equality—in which some are more equal than others. The continued maturation
of interpersonal communication depends, I believe, on how well we manage this
tension.

Conclusion

From

their

modern

beginnings

in

the

1900's,

interpersonal

communication research and teaching have developed along two different lines.
One approach emphasizes qualitative dimensions of human contact as they are
influenced by and manifested in attitudes and feelings of, for example,
authenticity, deffensiveness, acceptance-rejection, positive regard, empathy,
and
confirmation-disconfirmation.
The
other
approach
emphasizes the

regularities
outcomes of

among observable, operationalized, controllable determinants and
dyadic and small group communication events. Each approach has a

rich heritage.

Historically, the clearest contrast between these two approaches
in the 1970's when the concern with qualitative distinctions and
individual differences was distorted into what appeared to be an exclusive

emerged

interest in "selves" and an exclusive commitment to "feeling good." For a
time
it
appeared
to many as if the only intellectually legitimate,
academically justifiable approach to interpersonal communication teaching or
research was a social scientific one. I vividly remember when my co-author,
Gary D'Angelo, and I were required by the senior faculty to defend, in a

departmental

meeting

position

allegedly

we

called

for

espoused

this

purpose, the "extreme subjectivist"

in the first edition of our text, Together;

Communicating Interpersonally.

Thankfully,
studies

are

very

that

period

alive

and

is

well

behind
and

us.

Interpersonal communication

only the most reactionary colleagues

continue
to associate humanistic research and teaching with "mindless
navel-gazing" or social scientific work with "dehumanizing numbers-crunching."
Moreover, scholars of both orientations are moving toward an increasing
interest in the inter-personal. Today the most exciting and promising social
scientific studies of interpersonal communication are developing theories of
social cognition and general systems approaches.38 Both represent efforts to

apply

social

interested

science

in

methods

qualitative

to

the task of understanding what those of us

distinctions

would

call

the

uniquely

human

dimensions of communication.

with

At
more

the same time,
philosophic and

approaches are

interpersonal communication scholars and teachers
humanistic habits of mind are clarifying how our

not reducible

without remainder

to the excesses of the "me

decade."
For example, books and articles inside and outside our field are
exploring the ontological dimension or function of communication and its
implications for interpersonal communication theory and practice. Several of
these treatments are anchored in the ontological hermeneutics developed by
Martin
Heidegger and his most influential contemporary interpreter and
colleague, Hans-Georg Gadamer.39 Others develop what is sometimes called the
social ontology or dialogic phenomenology of Martin Buber, Gabriel Marcel, and
others.40
These works clarify how human being occurs in contacts between

persons and thus how the quality of one's life is directly affected by the
quality of his or her communicating. (Gary D'Angelo and I identify this, point
as the "basic assumption" grounding our treatment in Together: Communicating
Interpersonally, 2nd ed.)41

A

second

example

of

a

current

and

promising

development

in the

philosophy of interpersonal communication is the clarification of what might
be called the status of the aesthetic. One of Gadamer's primary arguments is
that, as Susan Heckman puts it, "the principal errors of contemporary
philosophy can be laid at the feet of the Enlightenment, and ... the central
error of Enlightenment thought [is] the identification of all truth with the
'objective knowledge' produced by the scientific method."42 Gadamer argqes
that there is an experience of truth which is wholly distinct from the
objective
knowledge of the natural sciences, and it is the aesthetic

experience.
there
claim

to
to

certainly

In Truth

and

Method

Gadamer asks the rhetorical question, "Is

be no knowledge in art? Does not the experience of art contain a
truth which is certainly different from that of science, but equally

is

not

inferior to it?"43

Gadamer persuasively argues that there

is, and thereby grounds the human studies—centrally including the study of
human communication—in a non-objectivist epistemology. In an important essay

about

to

be published in Communication Monographs, Walter R. Fisher shows how

Gadamer's insight—which Fisher also locates in the works of many other
authors—directly affects communication scholarship.44 Fisher proposes a view
of humanity as "homo narrans" and adumbrates a narrative model of human
communication.

Fisher

illustrates

how

such

aesthetic factors as narrative

fidelity and verisimilitude can be used to account for human communication
events and experiences. He also indicates how this narrative perspective can
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redirect

communication

scholars'

attention

toward the oral, what used to be

called "speech," a point even more strongly made by Walter J. Ong in his
recent Orality
and
Literacy.45 These related scholarly programs are
clarifying how humanistic and philosophical approaches have a great deal to
offer interpersonal communication teaching and research.
In the process the relationships between the two primary approaches to
interpersonal communication are also becoming clearer.
I believe it is
important to recognize that there are genuine differences between scholarly
approaches and that even the most well-intentioned arguments for rapproachment
are frequently naive. Eclecticism in the name of harmony is usually doomed to
failure
because
of
the
impossibility
of
the parties—or even the
approaches—locating a
mutually
acceptable
substantive
principle
of
unification.
They
are
driven together not by 'content' but by the
'relational' assumption that divisiveness is bad.

But
pluralism,

war is
a

not the only alternative.

What is needed is a principled

recognition by scholars and teachers of both habits of mind that

there's more than one

way

to skin a scholarly cat, and that no way has

epistemological
priority.
Philosophical, qualitative approaches can be
applied
not only in the creative and preliminary stages of knowledge
development,
but as complete systems in their own right.
Ontological

questions can only be pursued "humanistically" and aesthetic insights can have
truth

By

value

the

studies,

independent of any social scientific validation or verification.

same token, causal relationships, even multiple-variable probability
can

science, and

best

the

be

identified

and

described

with

the

tools of social

results can equally legitimately be used to establish truth

claims.

In ray opinion the most important current trend in interpersonal
communication teaching and research is toward the acceptance of pluralism.
Our
most
immodest
hope
might
be that, 25 centuries from now our
qualitative-situational and art-science differences might be viewed as we view
the

is

differences between Plato and Aristotle.

The Greek intellectual tradition

not thought of as contradictory or ambiguous but as especially rich because

of its diversity.
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AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS
OF THEIR COMMUNICATION STYT.RS WHEN
INTERACTING WITH STUDENTS
Earl E. McDowell *

In 1978 Norton defined communication style "as the way one verbally
and paraverbally interacts to signal how literal meaning should be taken,
interpreted, filtered and understood,"! The style construct was categorized
into eleven subconstructs:
dominant,

impression leaving, contentious, open, dramatic,

precise, relaxed, friendly, attentive, animated and communicator

image.

A review of literature on communication style focused on differences
between biological sex groups.2 The review indicates that males use a more
dominant communication style, are more contentious, use more hostile verbs and
are more assertive than females.3 Other findings suggest that males are more

precise as they focus on instrumental, objective, analytical and problematic
aspects of situations, whereas females focus on the socio-emotional aspects,4
and that males are calmer, have a more relaxed style, and experience less
anxiety than females.5 Another study suggests that females experience more
communication

style.6

apprehension, and

Finally,

Aires

males

have

a

more

dramatic communication

concludes that "males engage in dramatizing,

storytelling, jumping from one anecdote to another and receive a comraderie
through the sharing of closeness and laughter."?

Females, on the other hand, utilize open, friendly, animated and
attentive styles. That is, females are more attentive, show greater social
sensitivity, and utilize more nonverbal cues such as smiling, nodding, posture
and eye gaze,8 In short, females are more animated than males, using a wider
range of nonverbal expressions of emotions.

Overall, the results of the review indicate that males have a greater
potential to employ dominant, contentious,

precise, relaxed

and dramatic

styles than females, while females have a greater potential to employ open,
friendly, attentive and animated styles than males. The review reveals that

impression leaving and communicator image are the only two styles that are not
sex-linked.

The review reveals that in the past, research subjects have been asked
to rate their communication behaviors in their interactions with others, but

* Earl McDowell is Associate Professor of the Speech Communication Department,
University of Minnesota.
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the terra "other" is not defined. Thus, one student raight be rating his/her
communication with a close friend, while another student raight be rating
his/her communication with a parent. Previous research had students rate the
communication style of teachers, so students were rating different teachers.

The purpose of their investigations was to explore the relationship between
teacher

communication

behaviors and student learning.

The researchers

conclude that good teachers utilize dramatic, open, relaxed, impression
leaving and friendly styles.

They did not attempt to determine if male and

female students had different perceptions of teachers.9

In this study the researcher focuses on teachers' perceptions of their
communication behaviors in interacting with students. This is an exploratory
study as there is no evidence that a male professor's communication behaviors
would be different from a female professor's behavior. In addition to

•^i^fsrences in rating style variables between male and female teachers, the
research will identify the styles that are rated highest and lowest and the
relationships among variables.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1. What are the highest rated and lowest rated style variables?

2. Do male and female teachers differ significantly in their self-reporting
communication style with students?

3. What are the relationships among style variables?
PROCEDURES

A random sample of 300 faculty members at the University of Minnesota
was selected as subjects for the study. All subjects were sent a cover letter,
explaining the purposes of the research and a copy of the revised
Communication Style Instrument. Respondents were asked to rate themselves on

each item in terms of their communication with students. Approximately 38
percent

(116

faculty members, 84 males and 32 females) returned the

questionnaire. The breakdown by demographic variable is as follows: (1) age
groups (24 in "25 to 35" group, 27 in "36 to 42" group, 23 in "43 to 50"
group, 26 in 51 to 60" group and 16 in "61+" group), (2) teaching experience

groups (1.9 in "1 to 5" group, 25 in "6 to 10" group, 22 in "11 to 15" group,
24 in 16 to 20" group and 26 in "21+" teaching experience group), and (3)
academic rank groups (39 assistant professors, 32 associate professors and 45
full professors).
Instruments

The short form of the Communication Style Instrument, developed by

Norton, was used in this study.10 The instrument consists of eleven style
categories:
impression leaving, contentious, open, dramatic, dominant,
precise, relaxed, friendly, attentive, animated and communicator image, with
four items for each style type. The instrument was revised so that teachers
rated their communication behaviors with students. They rated each item from

1 to 5 using a Likert-type scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree.
Statistical Analysis

Initially, the means for each item and each style type were computed.
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Next, analyses of variance were computed to determine differences between
biological
sex
groups.
Finally, Pearson correlation coefficients were
computed to determine relationships among style variables.
RESULTS

The results of the study indicated that the highest rated variables
are impression leaving, friendly, precise, and communicator image. The lowest
rated

variables are contentious, dominant, open, and dramatic (see Tables 1

and 2).

The results, reported in Table 2, indicate significant differences

between
biological sex groups in rating open, dominant, attentive and
animated. Specifically, males rated dominant higher than females, and females
rated open, attentive and animated higher than males.

The correlational analyses results revealed that significant
relationships occurred among many variables (see Table 3). The most positive
relationships occurred between impression leaving and friendly and other style
variables.

Other analyses, not

pertaining to the

hypotheses, indicate that

limited differences occurred among age groups in rating style variables. The

51 to 60" group, however, rated friendly items significantly higher than
other age groups.

Significant differences also occurred among teaching experience groups
in rating

impression

image (p <.01).

leaving, dramatic, relaxed, attentive and communicator

Post hoc analyses revealed that the "16 to 20" experience

groups rated impression leaving significantly higher than other groups. The

"11 to 15" group rated dramatic and relaxed significantly higher than the "6

to^^ 11" experience group (p <.05). Finally, both the "11 to 15" and the "16 to
20" experience groups rated communicator image higher than all other groups.

The results for the academic rank groups indicate that assistant

professors rated themselves higher than associate and full professors on all
style variables.

Assistant professors and full professors rated themselves

significantly higher than associate professors on impression leaving, precise,
relaxed and communicator image (p <.05).
DISCUSSION

Overall, the results, in part, support the results of a previous study
which focused

on students'

perceptions of teachers in that students rated

teachers highest on friendly and impression leaving.11 There were, however,
many differences between what students perceive as the ideal style types
(dramatic, open, relaxed, impression leaving and friendly) and communication
style types rated most positively by teachers. That is, teachers perceive
that they use impression leaving and friendly styles with students, but rated

dramatic, open, and relaxed styles lower than other style types, except
contentious and dominant. In addition, teachers rated precise, attentive, and

communicator image as the ones they used most frequently when interacting with
students. This seems to indicate that teachers are concerned about their own,
as well as students' accuracy, in communicating information and perceive that
effective interpersonal communication should include good listening skills and
nonverbal communication skills.
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TABLE 1

Means for Sex and Age Groups on Communication Style Variables

SEX
Level

Impression Leaving

15.2

15.9

Open

11.5

12.4

Contentious

9.1

8.3

Dramatic

1.2

12.4

Dominant

10.1

8.3

Precise

13.9

12.8

Relaxed

12.2

12.9

Friendly

14.7

15.8

Attentive'

12.7

14.4

Animated

12.1

14.3

Communicator Image

12.9

12.9
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TABLE 2

One-way ANOVA for Communication Style Variables;
Summary of Significant Results

Independent

Dependent

Degree of

Variables

Variable

Freedom

F

Biological Sex

Open

1

4.415

.05

Dominant

1

8.777

.001

Attentive

1

4.615

.05

Animated

1

6.324

.001

F

TABLE 3

Correlation Coefficients for Communication Style Variables

Variables

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Impression
Leaving

-

.19

.29

.45

.09

.10

.46

.42

.23

.43

.45

.08

.22

.21

.36

.15

.08

.15

.19

.09,

.45

.07

.01

.24

.17

.15

.25

.32

.24

.01

.23

.16

.08

.58

.13

Contentious

-

Open

-

Dramatic

-

Dominant

-

Precise

-

Relaxed

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.15

-

-

.12

.09

.38

.08

.34

.02

.07

.1

.05

.07

.48

.26

.30

.59

.69

.51

.56

.37

.39

-

a

po

Friendly
Attentive

^9

Animated

Communicator/

Style

So
<
m

J3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

.37
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The results of this exploratory study indicate that teachers perceive

that they employ impression leaving, friendly, precise, communicator image and
attentive styles. Teachers employ contentious, dominant, open and dramatic
styles less frequently than other styles. With a possible raw score of 20 for
each style, type, only contentious, dominant and open were rated lower than 11
by a majority of teachers. In addition, 28 percent of teachers who returned
the questionnaire rated communicator image lower than 10. Andersen, Norton,

and Nussbaum (1981), reported that these are key variables of good teachers.
As indicated in the review of literature, no previous research has
attempted to collect data from teachers concerning their perceptions of their
communication

style.

Additional

research

is

needed

to

determine

if the

results are representative of the college teacher population. That is, more
research is needed to determine if, for example, the 62 percent who did not
return the questionnaire have similar perceptions as those who did. Moreover,
research is needed to determine the accuracy of teachers' perceptions of their
communication style. For example, teachers might rate themselves on style
variables and students rate their teachers to determine the level of agreement

between the two ratings.
trained

observers

could

In addition, teachers could be videotaped and

rate

teachers' communication behaviors to determine

the level of agreement among the teachers' ratings, students' ratings and
observers' ratings.

Research also is needed to determine if teachers from

different colleges have similar perceptions of their teaching. It might be,
for example, that communication teachers perceive that they utilize more
relaxed,

animated

and

attentive

styles

than

science

teachers.

Science

teachers, on the other hand, might perceive that they use more precise,
dominant and contentious styles than communication teachers.

The correlational analyses revealed that significant positive
rielationships exist between impression leaving and friendly, relaxed,
attentive,
animated and communicator image.
Likewise, significant
relationships occurred between friendly and relaxed, attentive, animated and
communicator image.

In addition to replicating this study at the college level, the study
might be completed at the elementary and secondary level to determine specific
style types used at these educational levels. Again comparisons between and
among teachers from various academic disciplines could be made. Specifically,

future research might focus on the following research questions:
1. Do teachers at different educational levels have different perceptions of
what constitute appropriate communication style?

2. What types of styles do teachers use in interacting with other teachers?
3. Do teachers/students of the same sex use different communication styles
than when interacting with teachers/students of the opposite sex?

4. Are the types of styles used by teachers in interacting with students, the
same as they would use in interacting with significant others?
groups?

Finally,

learn

reference

social groups?

through

a

series

of

studies, researchers and teachers can

more about teachers' perceptions of their communication with students.

In addition, the style instrument might be used to identify teachers who need

guidance

in developing impression leaving, dramatic, friendly, relaxed.
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attentive,

animated

and

open

styles

in

interacting

with students in both

formal and informal situations.
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LEARNING TO LISTEN;

A HOLISTIC APPROACH

Nadine Marsnik and Erika Vora*

Listening is the most frequently used communication skill, and in many
fifty percent of our total communication time is spent listening.
Ninety-eight percent of what we learn in our lifetime we learn either through
our eyes or through our ears,2 Yet, in spite of its importance, listening has
been neglected in our education system from kindergarten through college, and

ways, it is the most important link in the chain of communication,! About

in our western culture as a whole. It has been the orphan of communication

skills and has not received the attention it deserves. This paper will
consider the holistic approach to teaching listening used by the authors.

One day last spring as one of the authors walked across.the campus,
of expertise an unreliable frisbee that floated on air currents, dropped, and

she observed a frisbee game in progress. Students threw—with varying degrees
swerved in its path to a receiver. Other students dodged, dashed, and reached
in sometimes successful attempts to catch it and sometimes vain attempts where
they missed it altogether. The observer realized that the way we communicate
orally is very much like that frisbee game. Speakers with varying degrees of

expertise launch messages that may or may not reach a listener who must dodge,
reach, and struggle to catch it and who sometimes misses it altogether.
communication specialists, most of us have spent a great

deal of time training the message sender. In fact, not too many years ago we
presented speech communication skills as if we were coaching major league
baseball pitchers to put the ball over the plate. That is, we worked hard to
produce speakers who knew how to organize, support, and deliver messages, but
gave little or no thought to training listeners for the times they would have
to exert great effort in their attempts to receive and interpret the messages.
However, there has been in the last several years, an awakening of

interest in the importance of listening. Today we know it is as important to
train listeners to receive and deal with the speaker's sometimes erratic,
sometimes vague, sometimes precise messages as it is to train the speakers who

send them.

There is a need to add to our curriculum a major focus on

effective listening.

Listening is a complex, active, intellectual and emotional process
involving hearing and selecting, assimilating and organizing, retaining and
covertly responding.3

In addition, the listener needs to know how to select

and assign meaning to nonverbal clues. Effective listening is a skill that

* Nadine Marsnik is Instructor of Speech Communication, Arrowhead Community
College, Vermilion Campus, Ely, MN. Erika Vora is Assistant Professor of Speech
Conununication at St. Cloud State University,
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can be learned like any other communication skill.
Types of Listening

We often begin listening training in our seminars and college courses

by identifying ways in which a listener's goal and behavior must correspond to
the speaker s goal and expected listener behavior. Figure 1 makes it easy for
communication students to see the correlation.

An effective listening method

may

be defined as one which would

correspond to the speaker's goals. If that is the case, the listener should

adopt the method of listening on the same continuum as the speaker's goal
(Figure 1), For example, for a speaker with a persuasive goal, the listener
should employ evaluative listening.

Speakers are urged to identify the goal toward which they aim. They
keep in mind the kind of message they send—informative, persuasive,
pleasure-giving, or relief-seeking—and have in mind the kind of response they
seek. In each case, they can identify the response they seek in terms of
their listeners behavior. "I want the listener to pass a test, or vote for
me, or laugh at my jokes, or understand how I feel."

In the past, listeners who were trained in speaking could identify the

kind of messages they received but, unfortunately, whether trained or not,
listeners seldom differentiated methods of listening to be used in each case.

Four methods of listening are identified in this paper, each serving a
different end. Discriminative listening is used when listening to an'
informative

speech in order to increase our comprehension.

Evaluative

listening is used when listening to persuasion to improve judgment-making.
Appreciative listening is the listening we do in relation to any kind of aural
stimulation that pleases our senses. We listen empathically to a speaker who
seeks to give vent to or sort through innermost feelings so we can understand
and to let the speaker know we understand,4 Obviously, speakers will
occasionally overlap purposes or will switch from one purpose to another,
especially during informal conversation. However, it is possible for a

listener to determine the speaker's primary purpose and to respond to that
kind of message with appropriate corresponding listener behavior.
DISCRIMINATIVE LISTENING means that we gather ideas and information

from informative speakers to add to, refine, reorganize, or enhance our
previous experience.
"Discriminative" means "having the capacity for
distinguishing the excellent, the appropriate, or the true."5 As we gather

informative messages, we distinguish the degree to which they are excellent,
appropriate, and true, and organize the material to use immediately or in the

future.

We can do this kind of listening in formal situations during class

lectures, training sessions, etc., and informally during talks with our
accountants, mechanics, children, colleagues, etc.

We urge our students, as discriminative listeners, to determine their
own goal by determining the speaker's goal. When they decide that the
speaker s goal is to inform, they set out to be discriminative listeners. We
can explain it thus: If the speaker's goal is "To teach students how to write

a program in Pascal Language," then the listener's goal would be "To learn to

zk

Figure 1

Methods of Speaking and Listening
Appropriate to Various Goals

Speaker

Goal

Listener

Method

Goal

Method

to inform,

Informing

to understand

Discriminative

Persuading

to weigh
and judge

Evaluative

to give
pleasure

Entertaining

to enjoy

Appreciative

to sort through
feelings

Venting

to understand

Empathic

to teach

to change

belief, attitude,
action
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write

are

a

computer

urged

to

program in Pascal." Student listeners in formal situations

write their goal across the top of their notes and review it at

the end of the listening process to discover whether the listening helped them
reach the goal.

Discriminative listeners can improve their performance by practicing
specific strategies similar to those used by well-trained speakers:
(1) Concentrate on the main ideas in the message.. Students can learn
to identify the major concepts of a speaker's message rather than becoming
sidetracked by individual facts—examples, statistics, anecdotes—which both
formal and informal speakers use to clarify messages.

(2) Concentrate on the speaker's pattern of organization. Students
can learn the major patterns of organization that most speakers use. By being
able to spot a time-sequence, topical-sequence, problem-solution pattern, for
example, listeners do a better job of organizing the material coming to them
into a similar pattern.

(3)

Be aware of feedback to the speaker. To be effective listeners we

must learn as much ,as possible about nonverbal communication and its powerful
place in listener feedback. Students study nonverbal communication and become

aware of the amount and kind of nonverbal feedback they give the speaker and
the speaker gives them.

(4)
Consciously
formulate questions. We remind students that
informative speakers aim to get information and ideas across to listeners. If

they do not comprehend

the material or.if they cannot discriminate what is

useful, we direct them to either ask a question immediately, or jot a note to
themselves so that they can ask a question at the end of a formal message.
EVALUATIVE LISTENING is that which we do when we receive persuasive
messages.

Persuaders can urge listeners to adopt or discontinue an action or

belief for a variety of motives. The speaker's motive is important, but the

listener's own position, needs, and goals are equally important in evaluation.
Sometimes we can evaluate a message and make a decision immediately,
but sometimes it is necessary to carefully weigh the arguments and evidence
and

delay

making and

announcing a

decision.

Our students learn' this

evaluative ability by practicing several strategies:

(1) Learn the format persuaders most often use. When students know,
for example, that many persuaders will attempt to gain our attention, find out

what we want, tell how their solution gives what we want and offer to help us
get started, they recognize it during listening, and are more likely to
carefully weigh evidence presented in that pattern.
(2)

Increase knowledge in specific areas. Students learn that the

area in which they have deep personal knowledge is the one in which they will
make the most intelligent evaluation.

(3)

Learn to identify fallacies and propaganda techniques which are

often used, consciously or unconsciously, by persuaders.
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(4)

Identify the real changes in belief or attitudes that they

experience after listening to persuasion. Identify the specific reason for
these'changes.

If the speaker's goal has been to change the student's beliefs on the

subject of abortion, for example, their listener goal should be clear. They
might state their goal: "1 want to understand the message, recognize the
speaker s pattern of persuasion, ask questions, and calmly weigh all of this
before 1 make a decision."

abbreviated goal:

We suggest that evaluative listeners write the

understand, recognize, question, across the top of their

notes as a reminder that evaluation is a complex process that takes time and

thought, as well as comprehension. Because this evaluation by listeners is

often eradicated by the emotions, we include information and strategies which
help the students aim toward listening objectively.
We remind our students that persuasion is not evil, rather it is a

technique whereby another attempts to change our attitudes, beliefs, and/or

actions.

Persuasion and persuasive messages may be offered for our own good
good

of

another,

A

good

evaluative listener

listens

discriminatively to these messages and adds evaluative listening strategies to
the process. Persuaders have often been taught the art of persuasion;
effective listeners need to be taught the art of evaluative listening to be
aware of the persuasion.

II
As APPRECIATIVE LISTENERS we choose that which we enjoy, which we
esteem adequately or highly, or recognize as valuable or excellent." Most
students spend a great many of their waking hours listening to the sounds they
enjoy without ever imagining that listening to be a tool for their growth or
enrichment.

Although many messages of enjoyment—birds, waterfalls, wind in the
trees, etc. seem to occur without a goal, performers aim to give us pleasure.
Appreciative listeners can set the goal, "to recognize what is valuable to me
in this message and to appreciate it."

We direct our students, while listening for appreciation, to employ
similar strategies to those they use in other listening roles:
(1)

Attempt to visualize and use the imagination. Students can ask

themselves what they see as they listen.

We suggest they imagine color,

patterns, people, the way the people look, walk, sound and dress.

(2)

Ask oneself "Of what does this remind us?"6 If we like listening

to a sound because it causes recall of a pleasurable experience, we can

recreate that enjoyment while listening. Good listeners identify what they
like most in appreciative listening and discover why.

(3) Set aside time to listen. Studies have shown that listening to
certain sounds or combinations of sounds can be therapeutic, can "knit up the
ravelled sleeve of care."7 If we expend the effort to set aside time for
pleasurable listening, we can grow emotionally.8

(4) After having decided what sounds provide therapy, create a
collection of these kinds of sounds to use whenever you must be at your best.
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Our students design a tape or record of their most-loved sounds to be used as
preparation for their most difficult communication encounters.

As we engage in EMPATHIC LISTENING, we remind students that the first

three kinds of listening, which we described can be thought of as intrinsic
operations. That is, we listen for personal gain or profit which is intrinsic
to our own personal needs. Empathic listening is an extrinsic operation which

IS primarily for the personal needs of another—the speaker. When speakers
need to talk to someone who will listen to their problems, they look for the
fourth kind of listening, empathic listening, which differs from the first
three because of listener intent—we do it for someone else. The warm

feelings and ability to help another many of us experience from empathic
listening are secondary—not our primary aim.

Empathic means characterized by empathy and comes from the word

empathy,

an understanding so intimate that the feelings, thoughts, and

motives of one are readily comprehended by another."9

Although formal empathic listening is that professional listening done

y psychiatrists and psychologists, most people take their problems to close

friends, associates, and relatives. We remind students that empathic
listeners do not offer psychiatric help, rather only their listening ears. An
empathy-seeking speaker's goal is to be able to talk about her troubles to

someone who
goal, then,
It is the
loyalty and

will understand the feelings behind them. The empathic listener's
is to understand the person's message and how she feels about it.
most difficult kind of listening we will ever do. It demands
the willingness to give to another, as well as being a "sounding

board.

®

Student empathic listeners are asked to employ some of the following
strategies to help in providing a "listening ear:"

(1)
stand back
content of
in empathic

Avoid judgment. Making judgments about a message means listeners
and look at it critically. This limits us to considering the
the message rather than how the person feels about it. Therefore,
listening, listeners attempt to make no judgment about the message

and communicate no judgment either verbally or nonverbally.

(2) Give the speaker time to talk. When listeners impatiently jump
of thought which comes haltingly as speakers sort through their thoughts and

in to interrupt or to tell the speaker what she means, they interrupt the flow
eelings. Remaining silent is the wisest move the empathic listener makes.
It is also a difficult move, so students must remind themselves to be silent.
(3) Focus on the speaker. It is difficult for a listener not to draw
a parallel between what the speaker says and her experiences. Effective

empathic listeners refrain from doing so because bringing in one's own
experience interrupts the speaker's sorting of thoughts and feelings and

transfers the focus from the speaker to the listener. The listener, by taking

on the empathic role, has decided to set aside her own worries in order to
give time to the speaker.

(4) Do not give advice. Speakers have the ability to find their own
solution if we give them enough time to talk through it. When listeners
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interrupt with advices they make a judgment, turn the focus on ourselves, and

force the speaker to react to our message rather than to sort through her own
feelings.

(5)

Do not belittle the feelings of the speaker. Telling a person

who is obviously upset that everything is fine and to cheer up and look at the

"silver lining" suggests that she is not justified to feel the way she does.
It also conveys that you do not accept her feelings. No matter how trivial

the problem may seem to the listener, it needs to be accepted as the problem
it presents to the speaker.10

Listening is something we choose to do. We remind students that good
listeners will recognize it is possible to choose not to listen at all and

that this is a perfectly legitimate decision. If they choose not to listen,

whatever they miss is by their own choice. However, we have been discussing
those times when we have made a decision to listen. It is then necessary to
respond to a speaker's message with appropriate listening behavior. If we do
not respond with appropriate listening, we can short-circuit the communication

process. We become like the frisbee players who judged the missile to be
coming from the wrong direction and missed it altogether. If students have

decided to be part of speech communication as listeners they must recognize
the kind of message coming to them and use the appropriate strategies to catch
it and use it. They are then prepared no matter when or where they decide to
put their listening skills into practice.
Holistic Approach to Listening

In a holistic approach, one studies listening in the total context of

a specific situation.

The way we use various types of listening and the

change, over time, from one type to another toward effective listening is
assessed. Relevant contextual factors are identified for the purpose of
exploring and understanding the listening process within a given environment.
From our students' learning point of view, the holistic approach has
been very useful in the assessment of their listening experiences. The
•students are asked to describe two recent situations in which they were
personally involved as participants. Next, they identified the types of
listening used in the situations and the contextual variables affecting the
change in the type of listening. This holistic approach seemed to provide an
exploratory framework for learning effective listening in various contexts.
The following section describes case examples of four different situations.
(O Listening in a Family Crisis. Twenty year old Jim came home from
college for the weekend. He was shocked when his father told him that he and

Jim s mother were getting a divorce.

How did Jim listen to this totally

unexpected news? At first, he used the evaluative listening approach and
found faults with his father. However, as he tuned in more, he realized that
he had never thought of his father as Sam, the man. He had always viewed him

in his son-father relationship, i.e., the provider for him. Jim's original
evaluative listening response gradually changed into an empathic one. Instead
of remaining a critic, he became a therapeutic sounding board for his father.

He was able to see things from his father's perspective and to comprehend the
situation better.
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(2)

Listening to a Dying Person. Sandy, an eighteen year old, was

told by her mother that the latter was dying of cancer. Sandy, who had never
experienced death in her family, was shocked and grief stricken.
What type of listening did Sandy use in this situation? At first,
unwilling to accept the truth, she listened evaluatively for mistakes and

holes in the doctor's diagnosis and refused to accept the truth of her
mother's condition. As she passed through various grief stages—anger,
depression, and bargaining—she was finally able to accept the grim truth.11
She was not only able to overcome her own inner noise, but was able to listen

to her

mother's acceptance of her stage in

the dying

process, that of

accepting her condition.
Learning that her mother had accepted her fate,
Sandy was able to listen to her more effectively without any pretense and with
a high level of empathy and understanding. Her effective empathic listening
contributed greatly in making the remaining limited time she had with her
mother of as high a quality as possible. It was important to her mother to
inform Sandy of her condition and equally important that Sandy understand the
situation and how her mother felt about it.

(3)
setting, we

Listening in an Organizational Context. In an organizational
might find the following situation; The manager, representing a

"director" behavioral style,12 predominantly oriented toward productivity and
bottom

line results, was very angry with his subordinate, Mark, who had failed

to meet an important deadline.

How

did

the manager listen to Mark's explanation?

Very impatient and

annoyed with the unfinished job, he was only able to listen in a critical
evaluative style since the bottom line was: the job was not done. It was
only after the manager was able to put aside his judgment and tune in to
Mark's explanations that he was able to understand why Mark was unable to nieet
the deadline.
When he began to understand Mark's reasons for the delay, his
evaluative listening changed gradually to discriminative listening.

old

(A) Listening in an Intercultural Context. Ashok, a twenty-six year
graduate student from India told his American friend, Jenny, that he

planned

to

visit

India soon to find a wife, and then to return to the United

States.
He also explained that dating, as it is practiced in the United
States, is not a norm in India, and that most Indian people find their mate
through
match-making or advertisements.
Ashok attempted to have Jenny
understand his cultural perspective.

Jenny, however, blocked by her own cultural point of view, listened to
Ashok through the walls of ethnocentrism, in a superior and judgmental
fashion.
As a result, Ashok's goal to make Jenny understand his point of view
was not fulfilled at this time. Only later, after Jenny had talked about this
situation with other friends of international students, was she able to

attempt to put her own biases, feelings, and judgments aside and listen more
discriminatively to Ashok's plans and aspirations.
The holistic approach to listening has been successfully used by the
authors over the last five years for improving effective listening in
classrooms,
seminars, and consultations.
The participants are able to
comprehend the total situation involving speaker, listener, and relevant
contextual factors.
The holistic framework of matching the goals and methods
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of speakers and listeners has proven to be a successful approach to the study
of the dynamics of effective listening.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF CERTIFICATION STANDARDS FOR

TEACHING SPEECH IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF MINNESOTA
Kenneth Wilkens*

o u 1
the interest
Schools,
Spring,N^SLETTER
1969, this of
paragraph
appeared:group, "Speech in the Secondary

SHOULD SPEECH TEACHERS BE CERTIFIED?

The 1967 SAA Opinionnaire

revealed that nearly 2/3's of the respondents believed that 'SAA
should seek to promote uniformity of certification standards for
speech teachers among the several states,' In 1967, the Central
States Speech Association (CSSA) appointed a Certification Committee

to recommend improvements in certification standards. After assessing

the status of certification in the region, the Committee drafted a

flexible

statement

to guide yet insure local autonomy in the

articulation of state codes.

Later in that same newsletter, there appeared a certification bill to
be submitted to SAA. That text read as follows:

RKOLVED; That the Speech Association of America adopt and promote
the following certification standards to be effective September 1,
\}jl2. \

,

I. The teacher of speech courses in the secondary schools shall:
A. Have a major in speech, and

B. Complete a master's degree in speech within the first five
years of teaching, and

C. Be certified to teach only those courses in which he has had
academic preparation.

II. The director of speech activities in the secondary schools shall:
A. Have at least a minor in speech, and

B. Be certified to direct only those activites in which he has
had academic preparation and practical experience.

The state of Minnesota was AHEAD of both SAA and CSSA in, the

preparation of certification standards for teachers of speech in the secondary

schools. To provide a brief review of the steps taken, we do have to go back a
ways since our first attempts were contained within certification standards
or teachers of language arts (English). A study had indicated that of all
the English teaching done in the secondary schools of Minnesota over half was

being taught by teachers with a minor or less in English. There was a strong
motivation to

beef up' the standards.

Milkens is Professor of Speech Communication at St. Olaf College
Northfield, Minnesota.
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On November 2, 1962, and again on April 29, 1963, the Advisory
Committee on Language Arts and Related Humanities recommended to the State
Board of Education the following proposal;

After September 1, 1966, a prospective teacher of language arts

(English) in a Minnesota public secondary school shall be newly
certified, whether through recommendation by a college within the
state or through'acceptance of out-of-state credentials, only after
the following requirements have been met;

a. Of the 120 semester (180 quarter) hours in the typical
undergraduate program, at least 100 semester (150 quarter) hours
shall have been devoted to courses in the liberal arts.

b. Of these 120 semester (180 quarter) hours, at least 50% shall be
in courses directly relevant to the student's preparation as a
teacher of English. These 60 semester (90 quarter) hours should
be allocated'as follows;

60% - Approximately 36 semester (54 quarter) hours shall be in
courses in language, literature, and composition beyond the general
Freshman English course, in areas indicated in section 2a, b, and c
(except that a major in speech shall be accepted in lieu of one-half
of this amount; that is, 18 semester (27 quarter) hours).
10% - Approximately 6 semester (9 quarter) hours shall be in
meaningful work in speech, work which should be in addition to such

demonstrations of speaking proficiency, including the "fundamentals of

speech" course, as the individual institutions may normally consider
appropriate.

30% - In accord with the existing regulation, 18 semester (27

quarter) hours shall be in professional courses, designed to develop a
basic acquaintance with the total secondary program and directing
emphasis

upon

the

particular

responsibilities of the teacher of

English.

It was deemed important that strong speech involvement be included since
English teachers would be doing most of the speech work in the schools.
On October 2, 1963, acting independently and without the advice or

consultation

of

the Language Arts Advisory Committee, a "Coordinating

Committee" of the State Advisory Committee on Teacher Education made a

different proposal which spelled out the specifics of the courses, but, of
most interest to us, left out the proposal that a speech major could be used
in lieu of one-half of the English major.
On July

13, 1964, in its appearance

before

the State

Board of

Education, the Language Arts Advisory Committee made a proposal similar to
that of the Coordinating Committee, except that the provision to use the

speech major as one-half of the English major was returned to the proposal.
(Initially that provision was inadvertently omitted but the chairman returned
it as an amendment.)

This

proposal, together with the amendment, carried the endorsement of

a number of groups, including the English Section of M.E.A., the Educational
Policies Council of the M.F.T., and the Minnesota Association of Teachers of

Speech.

A spokesman for the College English Department Chairmen "endorsed the
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proposal as offered.

At the August 4, 1964, meeting, a spokesman for the College English
Department Chairmen spoke against the speech components. The provision for
substituting a speech major for one-half the English major was dropped. That
proposal was officially filed on August 14, 1964.
Following that action, it became apparent that further action must be
taken to ensure that if only English majors could teach English then only
Speech majors should teach Speech. But there were no certification standards.
The State Department of Education authorized an Advisory Committee on Speech,
Drama, and Forensics.

The
Centennial

committee held its organizational meeting on June 16, 1966, at the
Building

in

St.

Paul

with

Ken

Graham

acting

as

temporary

chairperson.
Sixteen of 23 members were present. Membership represented
teachers from universities and colleges, junior colleges, public and private
secondary schools, school administRlration, the state department of education,
and the public. Elementary school teachers were added during the first year.
The

official

aims

of

the

Advisory

Committee on Speech, Drama, and

Forensics were described by Dr. Grahams
1. To make revisions or additions to Minnesota regulations relating
to education.

2.
3.
4.

To make proposals for legislative action.
To recommend courses of study or instruction guides.
To make recommendations concerning teacher preparation and

5.

To deal with other matters which are deemed pertinent.

certification.

Donald Sikkink was elected permanent chairman.
A wide variety of
questions were raised at the first meeting. The larger committee was divided
into

several subcommittees to investigate specific problem areas and to report

their findings.
The following subcommittees were formed: A. Certification
Standards, B.
Speech Activities, C.
Speech as a Required Unit in High
School, D. Courses of Study, and E. Speech in the Elementary School.

A
second
meeting was held on September 15, 1966, to receive
preliminary reports from the subcommittees. Subcommittee A on certification
standards, chaired by Kenneth Wilkens, submitted its first report which was
reviewed thoroughly and sent back with instructions for rewriting, with a goal
of presentation to the State Board of Education in March, 1967.
A
activities.

preliminary
Revisions

report
and

was

received

refinements

in

from

subcommitte

that

area

B

on

Speech

would be matters for

future meetings.

A third meeting of the Advisory Committee was held on January 10,
1967,
with
energies devoted to an item analysis of the proposal on
certification standards. The proposal on speech activities was carried over.
Copies of a proposed certification proposal were submitted to speech
departments
and
departments
of
education
in Minnesota colleges and
universities and to all Minnesota teacher-preparation institutions. Their
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reactions were incorporated into revisions during the discussion at a meeting
on April 24, 1967.

The entire meeting

was devoted to the certification

proposal.

A

proposal for certification was completed on September 28, 1967, and

forwarded

to the Advisory Committee on Teacher Education with a recommendation

for formal action, along with a request that the chairman of the Advisory
Committee on Speech, Drama, and Forensics be present.' Subsequently, this
proposal

was adopted

by

the Committee on Teacher Education and submitted to

the State Board of Education.

The State Board of Education adopted the proposal for certification of
teachers of speech-theatre arts at a meeting on March 10, 1969, and included

the proposal for a public hearing on November 15, 1969. After the public
hearing, the proposal became the "law of the land." The primary task of the
advisory committee was completed.

The recommendation for certificafton of speech directors traveled a
somewhat less circuitous route,

but then the efforts were less successful.

The first draft of a proposal was submitted at a meeting on September 15,
1966, At the conclusion of that meeting, a recommendation was adopted that
the subcommittee seek statements from speech coaches regarding standards for
certification. Consideration on this matter was delayed until March 26, 1968,
because all energy- was

used

for

certification standards for teachers of

speech/theater arts. Final committee approval came on February 20, 1969, with
a recommendation to

present the

proposal to the Advisory Committee on

Professional Programs in Education. That advisory committee agreed with our
proposal 'in principle', but they did not approve of the specifics in the
proposal.

Subsequently, the Advisory committee on Speech, Drama, and Forensics
approved a new proposal based on the wording of the certification of athletic

coaches with appropriate substitution of speech language. This was
resubmitted to the Advisory Committee on Professional Programs on Education.
The proposal never got out of that committee.

The

proposal for inclusion of a speech component in the certification

of elementary school teachers had limited discussion in our committee, but at
our final meeting in April, 1969, we approved a proposal which was forwarded
to the State Department of Education.

No action

was taken on the other

subcommittees, one on Courses of Study and the other on Speech as a Required
Course.

These basic questions seem pertinent today:

1. Are we satisfied with present certification requirements for teachers
of speech/theater arts? If not, what changes should be made and how?
2. Do we feel strongly that guidelines should be adopted for directors of
speech activities? What should they be?

3. Should we promote speech activity in the'preparation of elementary and
junior high teachers beyond present requirements?

Answers to these questions may well be approached by the leadership of the
Speech Association of Minnesota.
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*EDITOR S NOTEs The Legislative Conunittee of the Speech Association of
Minnesota will meet during the 1984 SAM Conference to discuss a plan of action
to defend Speech programs in secondary schools and to consider the implication

of the proposed English licensure rule for Speech Education teacher training
programs. The Committee also will consider possible revision of the Speech
and Theatre Certification Standards. Art Grachek, Chairperson of the
Legislative Committee, will provide additional information on the Committee's
meeting in the fall issue of the SAM Newsletter.
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TEACHER AS STRANGER;
AN AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL TOUCHSTONE

Ray E. Wagner*

To write one's approach to teaching, particularly in communication, is
to be autobiographical. One could discuss tests, textbooks, ethics, methods,
and supplementary materials.

One could discuss open classrooms, contained

classrooms, reserve reading, lists, use of community resources, competencies,
among many other subtopics. The result, I fear, is that these issues, though
important, conceal much more than they reveal about an approach to teaching.
These items seem secondary

to the more critical life-issues that make one's

teaching style visible.

In

my teaching journey I have discovered two books that I recommend as

excellent sources for any individual interested in discovering the philosophy
which is the foundation of his/her teaching. They are Maurice Friedman's
Touchstones of Reality and Maxine Greene's Teacher as Stranger.

I do not

hold either writer responsible for this paper, but I do invite" you to enter
their pages, if my approach interests you.
I have already

mentioned

what I will not discuss in this venture.

Allow me to suggest what I will address in the remainder of this paper: the
development of community in each classroom; the teacher's responsibility to
uncover the hidden, and an alternative understanding of technique.
Classroom as Community

Each new class is a life venture in worldbuilding. The shape this
world takes can best be manifested through the development of community.

Community, for me, is that process of association which calls for the weaving
of a tapestry whose pattern and form are only present after the action is

completed. The apriori ingredients of this coming together can open up new
possibilities. A danger exists in that learning has become map reading rather
than worldbuilding.

Greene

sees

educational

perspectives

falling into three main

perspectives:

...the process of initiating young people into the ways of thinking
and behaving characteristic of the culture into which they were born;
the development of a person from innocence to experience; and the
effort of a community to recreate itself with the rise of each new
generation and to perpetuate itself in historic time.l

Each perspective presents the opportunity of discovery for participating
learners. Each calls for a groundedness out of which being human can develop.
* Ray Wagner is Associate Professor of Interpersonal Communication at Ohio
University, Athens, Ohio.
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providing space and time for the risks necessary for these processes to occur
are available.

structured.

Community

provides the matrix within which each new world is

We are not simply teaching people to make speeches, solve

problems, do interviews and so forth.

We are working with people already

immersed in an apriori given through word. Time and space must be provided so

that the individual in community shapes word into world. Community is the
launching pad through which that life process develops. It is only through
community

that the human

being can develop a self-consciousness that is not

alienating and isolating.

We are destined to discover ourselves only in the presence of the

other.

Our students are always speaking to someone saying some thing. They

are always listening to someone saying some thing. That togetherness is what

makes separateness impossible.

Consequently, concern for community, the

weaving of world through word, has become central in ray teaching.
Making the Hidden Present

Being

human

inevitably means that we are subject to learning

throughout our lives. Some of that learning is formal and some is not. Being
human also means that we have the capacity to be conscious of certain things
at

certain

get used

times in our lives.

This same sense of consciousness allows us to

to doing things without demanding our constant full attention. When

we learned to walk, we were much aware of that process which collectively
allows walking.

that process.

We were awkward, clumsy, and uncertain until we had mastered

Only at rare times do we become conscious of what that process

entails.
In fact, this capacity allows the human much freedom which would not
be otherwise present.

This freedom is not without price. Risk accompanies this process of

hiddenness.

We forget at least two things: (1) how we got to where we are,

and (2) the
community of

need to reveal to ourselves what has become hidden in the
which we are only a part. The risk to me as teacher is that I

become stagnant as learner. The consequence is not only that I limit my
learning, but I limit my consciousness of how to learn. It is at this point
that

teaching

becomes its own object.

It

becomes a set of measurable

procedures which I can manipulate so that "others" might learn. When I fall

into

this

experience,

I know it is time to do philospphy.

It is

conscious-raising time.

The "touchstone" of doing philosophy, in order to make the hidden
present or visible is central to my approach to teaching. Doing philosophy
may

sound

abstract, ethereal, ideal, or like a distant obscure notion. Such

is not the case. It is that activity where one examines, becomes conscious of

self as teacher, and engages in the project of learning. Acceptance of
method, material, and

project has the inherent danger of hiddenness. The

'^ifffirence between educator—as—teacher and educator—as—mechanic is essentially
this point. I can learn to handle the nuts and bolts of learning. That does
not make me a teacher. I need to understand the dynamics of the learning
relationship. I need to be able to play juxtapositions to view my own
perspective for its groundedness and its connection with the larger universe.

I cannot simply become a reader of experts and equate that with interpreting
the world.2 I must be able to know the paradigm (form) through which I exist
so that I do not become imprisoned in that form. I, as teacher, must be
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prepared

to experience

new

viewpoints so my

perspective is constantly

undergoing reality checking by and through others.
We know that we develop structures which make our consciousness
sensible and manageable. Herein lies the risk; we do not hear the address of
the community asking for openness. We become victims of our structures. We

need
a

to

develop ways when doing philosophy which remind us of our presence as

perceiving consciousness—teachers are active participants in what the world

is becoming.
We need to be careful that we do not become victims of our
syllabi, bibliographies, and research methods.
Technique in a Different Light

My next "touchstone" deals directly with a concern for techniques. In
communication

techniques.

we

spend

much

time

dealing with people's competencies and/or

We are concerned that people can use talking, listening, writing,

and other skills in an effective way so that they can do the work of the world
more effectively and efficiently. My concern with this is the mechanistic,
psychologistic manner by which we go about this responsibility. Our western
empirical society has mistranscreated the notion of technique to mean tool—an
instrument in the hands of the individual being human. An etymology of the
word presents a possibility of much richer potency. Technique can be traced
to techne. The discovery in this tracing reveals techne as "giving birth to,"
This potency, teaching as techne, allows for humans to deal with world

building in a creative manner. It lifts communication technique to a
responsibility for world building, which far exceeds the simple western
linearity

of

a

neutral

tool.

Human concern and ethical considerations are

inherently built into such a learning relationship.
Perhaps such an

understanding of "birthing" would

assist in our

understanding of the century old rhetorical "touchstone" of style. Concepts
of style have been passed to us with varying degrees of authenticity. A
notion which has been neglected is to view style as a manifestation of a
of being. This view of style places the individual in tension with
earlier
notion
I discussed-rcoramunity. Style is the manifestation
uniqueness when it has the opportunity to play itself against the form of

way
the
of
the

community.

Tension

is

present

in

this "touchstone" if

the

teacher

is

not

conscious of the dynamics involved. "Each person, moves in his/her way to
make sense of her/his life-world, which is in some degree different from
others' life-worlds and 'quite, quite separate' from the world of the

school."3

A clash comes about when the style of the student is in opposition

to that of the instructor
inherited from colleagues.

or to that expectation which the instructor has
Individuals' early genetic and/or environmental

histories are at times deadly.

These forces limit being into mold-like

categories. My final comment on this matter is that our apriori notions of
what is good are liable to develop "hardening of the categories" without our
being conscious of that possibility.
A "touchstone" which forces itself upon us in the modern classroom is

the "instant replay," which I believe needs more techne along with the
mechanical

use

representative

of

of

emerging

technology.

I choose this metaphor as

an element whose presence pervades all our worlds.

We have
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instant satellite transmission from distant places, one minute Quaker oats,
instant replay in sporting events, instant information in libraries, instant
Dank tellers, speed reading, among many other rush items„ Not all of these

are to be considered bad. The problem is that the phenomenon of the instant
has so permeated our world that we have been saddled with "instant fixes in

education.
Lack of discretion has placed this Same sense of impatience in
communication relationships, learning relationships, and other ways of living.
The facade of imap has been substituted for the depth of identity, Our
research is determined by ten week quarters or deadlines for promotion and
tenure. Rapid grading of examinations by computer is beginning to replace a
more careful personal evaluation of longer written answers.
instant, speed-oriented world is that students are

in danger of losing both written and oral expression skills. Silence and
patience are being replaced by speed and sound, and the faster and louder the
D61Ziv6]r •

Education as Community in Scholarship

Throughout this paper I have been referring to the use of touchstones.
™e metaphor is based on the writing of Friedman who sees the modern human
being in a basic value crisis.

...the awareness of a basic crisis in modern history—the crisis that
comes when man/woman no longer knows what it means to be human and

becomes aware that he/she does not know this. This is not just a
relativization of 'values' and the absence of universally accepted
u
of anthat
imageenabled
of meaningful
existence,
the absence
of absence
the ground
Greek,human
Biblical,
and'
Renaissance man to move with some sureness even in the midst of
tragedy.4

Friedman's warning speaks to the need for the community of scholars to
officiate in the baptism of the young, not to a litany of specific
touchstones, but to a process of discovery and testing of the touchstones that
each member of society is destined to stand upon. Each of us has touchstones

whether aware of it or not. The main issue is whether we participate in a
conscious manner in the selection of these touchstones. If we do not, we are

selected by touchstones or the touchstones are selected for us. We are

selected covertly through social and cultural guidelines in an impersonal and
hidden process.

Little wonder that we find ourselves at age 40 wanting to

know where we are and how we got there.

What modern man needs is not 'faith' in the traditional sense of that
term but a life-stance~a ground on which to stand and from which to
go out to meet the ever changing realities and absurdities of a

techtronic age.

Touchstones of reality have to do above all with our

life-stance with that personal and social ground that might enable us
to

withstand

incursions

of

bureaucratization and " surveillance—the innumerable

military,

industrial,

ecological, economic, and

political forces into our personal lives.5

In the classroom people meet for prescribed periods of time with

ostensible purposes and rules.

In addition, people are meeting who are

ito

expressions, statements of reality. These living expressions are in "touch,"
"touching," or being "touched" by a vast array of elements, forces, from the
society in which each exists. The experience which occurs in that educational
setting takes place on a number of levels. The actors touch on a book level,
on a syllabi level, and on an academic level. The actors also touch on a
different level; these sharing-places involve a rhetoric of a different
quality.
It is at the second level that being develops and moves. It is at
this level that people get the opportunity to reveal the touchstones that
ground their living. They get the opportunity to check the strength of those
touchstones for the really tough tests. It is important that people meet face
to
face
with the touchstones that sustain them and the reality .and
possibilities that these touchstones make present. We can ignore this second
level and claim that it is not part of the Job. That does not mean that this
level will go away. It will only become hidden.

through

Each person's touchstones are unique and personal. Each of us moves
life from touchstone to touchstone seeking to open a way. These

touchstones need the substance so that each individual can
knowingly, self-consciously in building the world we co-habit.

participate

Thus the necessity for teacher to be able to return as stranger. To
be able to look on all that is present with eyes that reveal hiddenness, with
inquisitiveness
that does philosophy, with a camaradarie that develops
community, with a suspicion that encourages patience, and with a sensitivity
that gives birth to new being daily.

Only now it is time to think about syllabi, grades, tests, and methods
losing the sense of biography that is inherent in the community of
learning.

without
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PERSON PERCEPTION AND FIRST IMPRESSIONS

Kathryn R, Sunnarborg
Jerry K. Frye *

All of us have at some time observed strangers <> Whether at a shopping
mall, airport, or city street, we watch people and wonder; What are they
like?
Where are they from? What is their occupation? Often, we
unconsciously create impressions of a stranger's personality primarily by
noticing physical appearance. We form first impressions to help us organize
people into categories and discover who they are. Generally, first
impressions determine our later behavior toward strangers.

The purpose of this article is to describe how visual perceptions of
appearance directly influence the impressions we form of others. Although
multiple variables influence our impressions, we emphasize three interrelated

factors:

(1) selective perception, (2) the halo effect, and (3) stereotypes.

illustrate how important first impressions are in our modern society, we
provide examples of employment interviews, eyewitness reports, and a case
study of Edward Lawson with a focus on the ethics of public policy.
Perception

Perception is described by Richard Weaver as "gathering information
and giving it meaning. '1 Humans use perception in order to make sense out of

their world, but not everyone perceives the same event exactly the same way.
Since perceptions are unique to each individual, a shared event, although
observed at exactly the same time, frequently produces different perceptions
because people interpret their perceptions 'based on their individually unique
experiences.

Person Perception

According to James Vander Zanden, person perception refers to the
means by which we come to know and think about others—their characteristics,
qualities, and inner states,"2* For example, in attempting to understand a new
person, we tend to organize the first impression information we have received

and assume certain personality traits.

understanding of the whole person.
perception

By assuming traits, we create an

It is generally agreed that person

involves three basic steps:

(1) the perceiver filters the

available data through individually unique sensory and value systems; (2) the
new person is defined and expectations are formed of future behavior; (3)

* Kathryn Sunnarborg is an undergraduate student and Jerry K. Frye is an
Associate Professor in the Department of Communication at University of
Minnesota, Duluth. Dr. Frye is currently a Research Fellow at the Smithsonian
Institution.
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selective choices are made as to interpretations of perceptions which are then

internalized.3 We perceive selectively because initially we learn so much
about a new acquaintance that it is impossible to remember it all. Thus, we
record a simpler version of the data; armed with this information we attempt
to predict the new person's future behavior.4
*

First Impressions

First impressions, as defined by Franz From, are "the way in which we
perceive a person's character"5 during a first encounter.

Humans often

unconsciously form impressions to reduce uncertainties about new people so
smooth interactions can occur. However, we often base our first impressions
on very little or incomplete information which frequently causes us to
misinterpret individual qualities of others. When we initially perceive
someone, we usually recognize physical appearance first and instantly assume
that a person's appearance reflects their personality.
Human Senses and Perception

Our knowledge of the world and the people in it comes through our
senses.6 The information the brain receives from what we see, hear, touch,
taste, and smell helps give meaning to our daily experiences.? Although it is
possible to perceive people through all our senses, we tend to rely most on
yision when forming first impressions. In fact, the human eye sends so much
information to the brain that much of it is lost.8 So, what we actually see
and what we remember seeing are often quite different.
Selective Perception

Selective

perception has been defined by Wayne Pace and Robert Boren

as the way the human mind selects specific data as being important and
neglects other data.9 As a result, humans are able to organize and make some
sense out of the enormous amounts of information to which we are exposed
daily.10
The ability to perceive selectively so that events will be
meaningful is essential. For example, consider living in a world that does
not make sense. Albert Hastorf and his colleagues explain that, "events would

follow each other with no apparent causal relationships. Nothing would seem
familiar. The general experience would be one of chaos."11
Perception

is

an

active

process

that

involves

a

kind of

sfilf-fulfilling prophecy—we tend to perceive what we want to perceive.12

What we "see" is often influenced by what we expect to see. In other words,

if we expect something to happen, we will pay most attention to our
expectations and possibly miss what actually happened.

,1

II When^^ we ^ first perceive people, we usually determine whether they are

good or "bad" depending on physical appearance. From this assumption, we
predict the "good" person has other "good" qualities while the "bad" person

possesses

other

bad'

characteristics.

This phenomenon is a special

illustration of selective perception called the "halo effect." It is "the

assumption, based on the knowledge that an individual has one or two given
traits, that he or she also possesses certain other traits."13 People are not
absolute organisms; rarely do we have all "good" or "bad" qualities, but in

order to understand each other we assume one "good" or "bad" quality must lead
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arp nnJ
The halo effect and selective perception distort reality since we
inLrma^o
' Eachbutperson
chooses
attendthe
to
information perceived to ube most relevant,
as we grow
and tomature,
information we term important also changes.14

rnwprH

colleagues describe how our attention is turned

THq pv 1
stimuli,^ Someone who is louder, larger, or higher stands out.
I^nnip
to loudly
remember
extremely
or short
people, and whywhy...we
someonerewhomore
laughslikely
or talks
attracts
moretall
attention...
than do more quiet people."15

^cuuxun...
Stereotypes

nat-tprn/ stereotype is defined as "something conforming to a fixed or general
attitude or uncritical judgment."16 Stereotypes assume that since a group has
theSr
?7
individual belonging to the group also holds
imnoJsiMp ^
Because there are so many people in the world, it would be
assumf
become acquainted
of them. group
So we generalize
and
assume rhJ
that "sto
individuals
belonging with
to aallspecific
possess group
characteristics. Thus, stereotyping organizes people and assigns them

members' of a group ^andstandardized
mental
picture that isopinion,
held in affective
common by.
members
that represents
an oversimplified

personality traits so we might understand and interact smoothly with others.

nf^pn

ability to stereotype appears to be desirable, it is

not change,
recognizeyetunique
personal
qualities
and the categories implystereotypes
that peopledonever
we change
constantly.18
and
«laJr
/"T°^">ation
to fit if
whatweweacquired
alreadynew
knowknowledge
so we canabout
understand
.
.
or instance,
a news
iSu^bet^r^
understand the
Physical Attractiveness and Appearance

Wo ■ oho
attractiveness can also determine how we categorize people.
h^
general
appearance, but also specific details such
as height,
hair, u°1
body y build, and
clothing.
inHiv-H
^ general
term defined
by each
individual
perceiver. Generally,
the attractiveness
of adifferently
person determines
to
some extent how we behave toward that person. Mark Knapp says, "Initially we

""-OS.
p.rceiv.d
phyaLallJ
^tpra"".
those seen as less'""""I'
attractive
or ugly."19
Oura.
responses
probably
have tha^
been
that

Gerald Adams and Sharyn Grossman explain

associated with goodness,
folklorewhilethere
is a commonly
held belief
ugliness
is associated
with that
evil.beauty
Suchisa

b^ief^n ^readily be seen in fairy tales like Rapunzel. Cinderella or Hansel

fartnr
have concluded
that physicalOneattractiveness
a key
tactor in datingStudies
and marriage
relationships.21
such study byisElaine

rllTrZ paired
■
(1966) involved
752 University
Minnesota
Ludents
randomly
at a .Computer
Dance." They
found that,of"The
only important

determinant of a subject's liking for his date was the date's phySal

kk'
attractiveness."22

Preference for attractive people shows up in the classroom as well.
M. Clifford and Walster (1973) conducted a study in the Missouri public

schools "designed to determine what effect a student's physical attractiveness
has on a teacher's expectations of the child's intellectual and social
behavior."23
A test showed that the "teachers perceived attractive children
to have higher educational potential than unattractive children."24 They also
expected

the

attractive

students to relate better to peers than unattractive

children.25

Height

Height
is
definitely a factor in creating first impressions.
Generally, tall people are associated with high status and power, while
shorter people are assumed to have lower status and power. A study of 140
corporate recruiters revealed discrimination against the shorter men in the
job

market.

identical

height

The

recruiters

resumes.

were

asked

to

choose

between

two

men with

The only difference was that on one resume the applicant's

was listed as 6'1" and on the other resume the same applicant's height

was
listed
applicant.26
Americans

perceive

consistently

1976).27

as 5'5".
National
won

Only 1% of
presidential

height.

Ever

the recruiters
candidates are

since

1900,

the

favored the
fully aware
taller

shorter
of how

candidate

has

the presidency (5'9" Jimmy Carter was a notable exception in

Shorter political candidates sometimes have to struggle t6 prove how

credible and competent they really are, since how candidates "look" greatly
influences voters.
A shorter candidate may appear to be inferior to the
opponent and must work harder to persuade voters.
Hair

Emotional
impressions.
In
father shot his

feelings about hair length are frequently involved in first
April of 1970, United Press International reported that a

son

"negative

attitude

University

confirmed

length

to

death

after

an

toward society."28
a

negative

argument

A

impression

over

his long hair and

placement officer at Stanford
of

long

hair by stating, "The

of a male's hair is directly proportionate to the job opportunities he

can find...and the longer the hair, the fewer the jobs."29 Attitudes about
hair length tend to change slowly, but examination of past hair styles reveals
that these impressions can be changed.
Men who wear beards are sometimes considered more mature, masculine,
and sophisticated than unbearded men, but if not groomed properly, a bearded
man will generally appear lazy, sloppy, and dirty.

These examples indicate that long hair can sometimes create negative
impressions, but what about no hair? Jim Heffernan recently wrote that bald

headed
called

men can not be elected president anymore.30 In 1974, an organization
the Bald Headed Men of America formed to "cultivate a sense of pride

and eliminate the vanity associated with the loss of one's hair."31
Body Build

How

we

perceive

another

person's

body

build

often

involves

our
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expectations of personality tr^?.ts.

W. Wells and B. Siegel concluded that

people are indeed stereotyped on the basis of their body build. For example,
120 adult subjects were asked to rate silhouettes which represented an
endoraorph (fat), mesomorph (muscular), ectomorph (skinny), and an average
physique on a set of personality scales. The researchers found a definite

link between body build and stereotyped personality traits. Research studies

suggest that society expects individuals to possess personalities reflecting
their body build and people are treated accordingly.32
Clothing

Clothing serves to communicate feelings about one's self image and
helps to create expectations for the wearer's future behavior, Robert A.
Stewart and colleagues suggest that "the manner of dress has a marked

influence in moderating behavior by allowing one to infer, with varying
degrees of accuracy, social class, occupation, income, propensity for deviancy
and delinquency and in a more general sense, lifestyle and values..."33 Just
as uniforms serve to categorize groups, the clothing people wear orders them
and helps observers identify to which group a person belongs.
Lawyers have known for years that a client's clothing can have an
impact on decisions made by a judge or jury. In June of 1983, an attorney in

Chicago applied his knowledge of the effects of clothing to change his
client s ^image. Norman Gill, a transvestite known as "Debbie," was the
state s star witness" in a murder case. Gill had a long Afro hairstyle, wore
big gold earrings and had a pack of cigarettes rolled up in his sleeve. Gill

did not appear credible, so the prosecuting attorney changed Gill's
appearance. Gill was given a shave, shampoo, and haircut. Gill's long
fingernails were cut, the earrings were removed, and he was dressed in an

oxford cloth shirt, new blue jeans and white tennis shoes. These changes in
personal appearance and clothing presented a new image of Gill as a
conservative-looking young man who more closely resembled a college kid who

dabbled ^^in computer science than a transvestite whose business was in the
streets. 34

Because of Gill's testimony, two men were convicted of murder and

sentenced to several years in jail. The attorney felt it was necessary to

dress Gill up, although he had to reveal Gill's past, because, "To present
Gill in his natural state to your average juror from the suburbs would be too

much of a shock.... It's doubtful that they could ever get past the way he
looked to concentrate on what he said."35

Our legal system allows defense and prosecuting attorneys to reject a
number of would-be jurors without stating their reasons. Attorneys make their
decisions based on several considerations, but a major consideration involves
their perception of the prospective juror. Experienced attorneys often become
rather skilled perceivers, but suppose you are selected to be a juror. Think

of the importance of first impressions, selective listening, and person

perception observations the courtroom situation poses.36 Meeting and
evaluating people for the first time requires that you form impressions of all

those involved in the case—the defendant, the witnesses, the attorneys, and
even ^the judge. Person perception is involved from the beginning of the
judge s instructions to the jury to the jurors' final judgment at the end of

the trial and sometimes results in dramatic consequences. Appearance in

general, and clothing choices in particular, have an effect on the perceiver's
evaluation—in or out of the courtroom.

ke

Clothing can drastically change one's image, as the lawyer's example
illustrates. It is important to remember that the clothing people wear does
not always reflect their personality, but may be an indication of how they
want others to interpret their projected image at any given time.
Employment Interviews

Whenever we think of employment interviews, we frequently consider how
important it is for an applicant to make a good first impression on the
interviewer.
H. Anthony Medley explains that, "eighty percent of the

interviewer's opinion is formed before the first word is spoken."37 Patton
and Giffin also say that, "most employment interviewers agree that they
usually

make

their decision to hire a person within the first five minutes of

the interview."38 So, first impressions are important in job interviews since
an interviewer's main purpose is to evaluate an applicant's qualifications for
a specific job and to judge character. How an interviewer initially perceives
an applicant will determine the course of the interview. Generally, an
interviewer

will

ask

specific

questions

in

an

effort

to

confirm

first

impressions.

As the interviewer and applicant meet, the interviewer will instantly
notice the overall physical appearance of the applicant. Because appearance
is one of the first things noticed, it is important to realize that it can be
a crucial deciding factor in whether or not an applicant is hired.

Part of a person's appearance results from how they are dressed.
Clothing is a nonverbal cue expressing the wearer's self-image and attitude.

For instance, a young man in a nicely tailored suit sends a very different
message
than one wearing faded denim jeans.
Also, a woman who wears
conservative business suits is saying something quite different from one who
wears colorful sweaters or lacy blouses.39
Another

important

type

of

nonverbal

communication

is

the initial

handshake between the applicant and interviewer. One college administrator
has suggested that "the handshake is his most significant signal in whether he
is interested in getting to know a new acquaintance."40 A "dead fish"
hanjlshake and sweaty palms tend to communicate a lack of confidence and
nervousness.

display

An employer seeking high level executives would not want them to

nervousness in

pressure situations.41

A

warm, firm handshake is

generally perceived positively.

Based on impressions made through selective perception, the
interviewer perceives what he expects to perceive and organizes the
information learned about the applicant into a form he understands.
Generally, relevant information is selected to complement the interviewer's
needs and

motives,

but it should

be

remembered

that initial information

gathered during first impressions tend to influence everything that follows in
the interviewing process.

Interviewers may also unconsciously stereotype applicants, sometimes

making immediate judgments and evaluative conclusions before fully
understanding who they are actually observing. Dean Peskin' suggests,
Stereotypes can affect judgments regarding members of certain religious.
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Eyewitness Reports

y-nno'H

interesting

illustration

of

human perception emerges when

Japldl? thatT^^^®^ °i ^
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Usually anspecific
incidentdetails
happens
Pr^n
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is surprising how influential cLtain

identification. "Research on memory has shown

k P^°i°8raphs is uniquely different-say in
photographic quality-it is more likely to be

The Lawson Case

onnH example
^*^^1 of howEdward
Lawson,
"thewhat
California
Walkman,"
providesLwson
anothera
good
we often
perceive
we expect
to p^rcLve.

year old black financial and educational consultant living in San
of"hai^r«t'i
as 'a tall,
handsome
manatwith
dreadlocks (a type
of
hairstyle) whodescribed
walks everywhere
he goes,
often
odd long
hours."46
=omo

iqy'i

temporarily from San Francisco to San Diego to do

h

his consulting firm. Lawson was stopped by police in March of

Lawson felt it was a "personal affront as well as an infringement of

his constitutional rights" to be forced to explain to police who' hfwas and

E^^'^eiv ^ ^''as going.47 Yet, the California Identification Law (Penal Code 647

dLidriLk''°''"
anyone they
decide looks suspicious.'"48 Appearancedemand
is theidentification
major variable from
of intLest.

ij.8

San

Diego

Police

Lt.

Bob Augustine argued that police should retain

the right to question "suspicious" people because "we feel that when people
refuse

to

them."49
context

identify

Notice
he

themselves,

then, in fact, there's something wrong with

that Lawson had recently moved to San Diego, so in this new

was, in

fact

a

new

person, a

stranger.

And, when asked for

identification by the perceiver (police officer), Lawson refused.

Consider
perception—

the

the

interrelationships of

perceiver.

the

three

elements of

person

the person being perceived, and the context.

In

the early morning walk (context) probably anyone would have attracted the
attention of this particular perceiver (policeman), but additionally, the
person being perceived (Lawson) presented an appearance at odds with the local
community standards. Thus, the three basic elements involved in person

perception combined in this instance with a negative result. But clearly,
ethical considerations are frequently involved with public policy decisions.
Who is to judge what appearance or behavior is sufficiently different or

"suspicious" enough to require investigation?
because

as

This is not an easy matter,

while we want to give other people as much freedom to dress and behave

they wish, we also want to feel secure. We want our police officials (paid

by our tax dollars) to protect us from harm. If harm should come to us,
probably one of the first charges leveled against police would be "Why didn't
you at least check out all suspicious looking individuals? If you had done

so, then the robber, murderer, etc., would likely have been apprehended before
the crime could be committed."

Despite

Lawson's claim to have the constitutional right to dress as he

wishes, it

is

rights can

be extended

authorities.

unlikely

that

his argument about violation of constitutional

to allow

him

to refuse

to identify

himself to

However, the situation is again clouded because if the request

for identification is sufficiently repeated, then harassment seems to be the
obvious result. How many requests must be made before the harassment charge

can be made? Lawson believed that fourteen were sufficient and filed charges.
How many incidents do you believe constitute harassment? How would you react
if Edward Lawson had been in your neighborhood? Public policy and ethical
behavior

are, of

course,

matters

of

perception,

which

in

turn involves

subjective judgment and thus, the debate continues.50

Lawson's case
on

what

demonstrates how we sometimes jump to conclusions based

we expect to happen.

Edward Lawson looks and acts different and this

difference was interpreted as threatening so we immediately assume he is
threatening. In this particular instance, the motive for passing judgment is
the need to be secure. The people of San Diego had never before seen a person
with Lawson's unconventional appearance walking in their neighborhoods. His

behavior and appearance was different from that of the other people roaming
the

streets, so naturally people were curious about who he was and what he was

doing. When he repeatedly refused to identify himself, police assumed he was
up to something "suspicious." Lawson's refusal to provide identification

reinforced

the assumption and gave the officer the legal basis for questioning

him.51

Summary and Conclusion

people

Humans are curious about the people around them and want to know why
look or
behave the way they do; they seek explanations and

^9

perceptual filters and create a first impressiono Selective perception, the
halo effect, and stereotypes all help us reach the decisions. Yet, the
judgments are not always accurate because we tend to rely mostly on vision to

gather information concerning outside factors such as physical attractiveness,
height, hair, body build, and clothing. The examples of employment
interviews, eyewitness reports, and the case of Edward Lawson vividly
illustrate the influence of first impressions on subsequent interaction.

Even though first impressions help us to give order to our world, they
are often subject to bias and distortion, so we must be careful about

conclusions based only on a first meeting. A person's outside appearance does
not always reflect internal personality. Some people hide their real identity
by changing their appearance, so it is important to avoid jumping to
conclusions; it is better to suspend our judgments and get to know people
better before evaluating them and predicting their behavior,
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THE CREATION OF RHETORICAL TRUTH;
KNIFEMANSHIP AND SOURCERY
Carla E. Colburn*

In junior high school a discussion with one of my instructors had a
lasting effect on my perception of the world. In short, we concluded that all

bad" was a result of weakness, I lived with that belief and I preached it
with adolescent enthusiasm

and

sophistication.

I

felt I had arrived at a

profound truth and no person or circumstances would make me change or forget
it. Years passed, I graduated from high school, I went to college. Some
years later—I do not remember when—I realized I no longer believed it, I do
not know who, if anyone, influenced my decison; I do not know when I changed.
But the fact is, I viewed life differently and I had come to disregard one of
my most sacred truths. What I find noteworthy about this anecdote has nothing
to do with weakness or evil. It is the fact that in my experience, truth
changes.

Now, as an undergraduate student of rhetoric, how truth is created and
is of central importance. It should be a concern of rhetoricians to
how speakers present truth, if for no other reason than that is the
judgment audiences attempt to make about speakers. Yet the current

changes
inquire

main

interest in

viewing rhetoric as epistemic is about Che only perspective

showing that the speaker creates truth.1

This paper

proposes Chat Che speaker develops truth (Part I) by

inventive use of the analytic knife (Part II) and by sourcery (Part III),

To better understand how the speaker develops truth requires (A) a
conception of truth and (B) an awareness of the speaker's role in creating it.
(A)

truth.

A

common

conception

inherited

from

Plato is that of absolute

This idea constructs truth as something set apart from the corrupt

world. It is at the top of a hierarchy, fixed, and only astute climbers can
begin to make the ascent coward it. On the other hand, there are those who

believe such a concept of truth "seems shadowy or imaginary," finding "the
only certain reality in the process of life and the present moment."2 To a

* Carla Colburn is a 1983 graduate of Gustavus Adolphus College. This paper
was presented at the Undergraduate Honors Conference in Communication Arts

and Sciences at Memphis State University, May, 1983.
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rhetorician like myself this latter view seems more satisfying.
of

While many contemplate truth on a highly personal basis, the question
truth exerts itself in its most lively form when there is an event and/or

subject

of

general

or

public

concern at hand.

In such situations in which

there is a call for action, people must make decisions about what to do; i.e.,
what is true. However, the fundamental point is that an event which calls for
action does not involve "knowing Che truth" of the matter. Robert Scott

writes, "If truth is somehow prior and substantial, then problems need not be
worked out but only classified and disposed of."3 When we encounter problems
or questions which require we do something, we do not classify and dispose of
them, we act on them. In this process of determining how to act, truth is
created.

The

Sophist Protagorus affirms that man is the measure and measurer of

all things.4 Because every person is different, so are their perceptions of
what they experience. Therefore, determining truth in the affairs of daily
life is a process of evaluation; we examine (or measure) what we see and act
accordingly.
George Kennedy explains the Sophist's insight: "Truth must be
approximated

in each individual time and place somewhat in Che manner that the

just is determined in a court of law."5

Protagorus also denies the distinction between appearance and reality.

To say

that appearance i^ reality—Chat there's no distinction—may

comparable- Co
is

real,

we

saying truth is approximated each individual time.
perceive

it

and

there

be

What we see

is no need to look further for another

separate reality. Likewise, truth is in the moment. We may not always be
aware of it, but it is present in Che immediate. Truth is not something
separate

and

unobtainable;

appearance

and

reality

are intertwined in each

case.

A non-absolute truth may also be discovered in relationships, whether
among objects, people or ideas. Chat are constantly adjusting. A long time
ago, humankind's relationship to the universe was geocentric. In the minds of
Che

people

everything

Copernican
that

the

revolution
earth

literally

to change

rotates

around

centered

chat.
the

around

the

earth.

It took the

Nowadays, the truth of the matter is

sun, not vice versa.

As creatures of a

science-oriented world we are quick to argue that our present knowledge of Che
earth and the universe is based on scientific fact; before Copernicus, people
simply
did
not
know
better.
Yet, before Copernicus introduced his
revolutionary way of seeing the universe, people knew as best they could. In
the same way I as a junior high student embraced a particular truth and then

changed, so people's relationship to the world changed, with the help of
Copernicus. Today, people do not "know better;" they see things in another
way.

(B)

As we

turn to the role of the rhetorician, realizing that truth

is not a proposition fixed atop a lofty hierarchy, the rhetorician now has a
purpose.
His or her task is to create truth. In order to do so, he or she

uses rhetoric, which

Bryant defines as "the art of adjusting ideas to people

and people to ideas."6

A hypothetical rhetorical action serves to illustrate. Imagine an
administrator of a college proposing or revising graduation requirements.
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That there is no absolute truth, no single right answer, is evidenced by, each
college having different requirements. Yet it is impossible not to act; even
to abolish all requirements would be an alternative statement of requirements.
Establishing graduation requirements may be a representative rhetorical action
in that human affairs invariably deal with contingencies and probabilities,
not

with certainties.

Benson and Hauser aptly observe the familiar rhetorical

arena and its proofs:

We take rhetoric in its best aspiration as embodying not the
Platonic servant to philosophical wisdom, but as a separate form of
wisdom
deeply
rooted
in
the compost of ambition, accident,
uncertainty,
mixed
motive, inattention and faulty memory that
constitute public life in open society. Rhetoric is the logic that
operates where logic is a hopeless muddle, the knowledge that is
generated

where

fact

becomes

surmise, the talk that must constitute

the instrument of decision and persuasion in an arena where judgment
must

be

made

that

is

consistent

with

the means used to arrive at

judgment in the world of the possible and the contingent.?

There is no "right answer" for the college administrator in proposing a new
set of graduation requirements; but he or she works toward discovering the
best proposal for the time.

When the rhetorician sets out to convince, move or impress an
audience, he or she employs rhetorical proofs, including ethos (reputation or
character), pathos (emotion), and logos (reasoning). Conversely, the
dialectician's search for truth consists of logical demonstrations which deal
with abstractions and syllogisms where conclusions can be reached with
certainty.
It makes sense that in the rhetoric of human affairs, where
nothing can be proved with certainty, that rhetorical proof, which consists of
probabilities and contingencies, is best used.
Again, Hauser writes;

When

rhetoric

indeterminate

scientific
highlights

is

situations

conceptualized
are

resolved,

as

the

process

whereby

its

uses

are

one

not

of

determination but of public judgment. This conception
the productive aspect of'rhetoric which forges consensus

and promotes action.8

When the speaker is faced with contingencies rather than certainties, as he or
she invariably is, it requires knowing by acting, or as Scott says, "It is by
acting

could

and in action that he is enabled to know." 9 Our college administrator

not consult a. file

present

labeled "True Graduation Requirements" and then

the findings to a committee.

No such truths exist; we must create the

solution, we must create truth. "Man must consider truth," Scott says, "not
as something fixed and final but as something to be created moment by moment
in the circumstances in which he finds himself and with which he must cope."10
set

out

For another example, when Americans at the Constitutional Convention
to construct a framework by which to live, they debated for hours,

days, weeks choices among many alternative relationships among people and the
states of early
added twenty-six

America.
The fact that the United States Constitution has
amendments illustrates that their constructs continue to
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evolve and that conclusions of truth are drawn from a process, in this case a
200 year process of developing a country.
Woodrow

Wilson

stated

in

his

lectures

on

the

Constitution,

"A

constitutional government, being an instrumentality for the maintenance of
liberty, is an instrumentality for the maintenance of a right adjustment, and
must

have

human

the machinery of constant adaptation."11

Wilson realized that in a

world it was impossible to say 'this may be a government of laws and not

men,' for:

...there

never

existed

such

will, governments are always

a government.

Constitute them how you

governments of men, and no part of any

government is better than the men to whom that part is entrusted. The
gauge of excellence is not the law under which affairs act, but the
conscience and intelligence with which they apply it, if they apply it
at all.12

Laws, or

truths, do

not

order

the

world; people make laws, people create

truth.

This illustration can be carried further. Through rhetoric the new
truths—constitutional amendments—were developed. The Congressperson on the
House
floor
or the grassroots activist on the steps of the capitol
participated in the rhetorical arena, and employed rhetorical devices to
persuade audiences.
Undoubtedly, ethos, pathos and logos were important
factors in the passage of each amendment. In all cases, the amendments (or
truths) were the result of a process which originated in the minds of people.
To summarize, truth is constantly created. When, in the rhetorical
arena, it is necessary to act yet impossible to conclude with certainty, it is
the role of the rhetorician to develop truth, which may be regarded as "those
superlatively human actions that reorder lives."13
II

The rhetorical arena has been observed to require action even though
there is no one certain way to act. In human affairs in which nothing is
determined with certainty, how does the speaker best develop truth? Two
practices
inventive

separately

may
use

contribute valuably to the development of rhetorical truth;
of the analytic knife and of sourcery. Each will be considered

in this and the succeeding section; but they comprise major methods

to be used in conjunction by the speaker.

Any rhetorical inquiry begins with analysis—a swift, precise slice!
To analyze a subject, we do not simply stand back and look at it. We take it
apart, look at the pieces, and not until we understand the pieces and how they
fit can we somehow put them back together to come to some sort of conclusion.
McCroskey refers to analysis as the Siamese twin of invention,14 for how one

divides a subject determines largely what one discovers. Depending entirely
along which dimension the same package of ice cream is sliced open, its
substance may be shown to be chocolate, vanilla, strawberry or neopolitan.
In
extended

Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance. Robert Pirsig offers an
illustration of various analyses of a motorcycle and then most
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insightfully "analyzes analysis itself." The following excerpt is but one way
to analyze a motorcycle, according to Pirsig;
A

motorcycle

analysis by

may

be

divided

for

purposes

of classical rational

means of its component assemblies and by means of its

functions.

If divided by means of component assemblies, its most
division is into a power assembly and a running assembly.

The power assembly may

basic

be divided into the engine and the power

delivery system. The engine will be taken up first.

The engine consists of a housing containing a power train, a
fuel-air system, an ignition system, a feedback system and a
lubrication system.

The power train consists of cylinders, pistons, connecting rods, a
crankshaft and a flywheel.

The fuel-air system components, which are part of the engine,
consist of a gas tank and filter, an air cleaner, a carburetor, valves
and exhaust pipes.

The ignition system consists of an alternator, a rectifier, a
battery, a high-voltage coil and spark plugs.

The feedback system consists of a cam chain, a camshaft, tappets
and a distributor.

The lubrication system consists of an oil

pump and channels

throughout the housing for distribution of the oil.

The power-delivery system accompanying the engine consists of a
clutch, a transmission and a chain.

The supporting assembly accompanying the power assembly consists of
a frame, including foot pegs, seat and fenders; a steering assembly;
front and rear shock absorbers; wheels; control levers and cables;
lights and horn; and speed and mileage indicators.

That's a motorcycle divided according to its components. To know
what the components are for, a division according to functions is
necessary:

A

motorcycle

may

be divided

into normal running functions and

special, operator-controlled functions.

Normal running functions may be divided into functions during the
intake cycle, functions during the compression cycle, functions during
the power cycle and functions during the exhaust cycle.
And so on...15

Pirsig first divides the motorcycle in terms of its systems, then he divides

it by its functions. He recognizes that he might analyze further according to
"which functions occur in their proper sequence during each of the four
cycles, then go on to the operator-controlled functions."16 Indeed,
continue indefinitely finding new ways to take apart a motorcycle.
first one way, then another, and another, and another, each time he
very different components. The rhetorician can greatly benefit from
conception
discover.

he might
Slicing
discerns

Pirsig's

of analysis. How one looks at something determines what one will
And "looking at something" is precisely what the rhetorician does

in developing truth.

Our college administrator seeking revised graduation requirements
might once again serve to illustrate. Embarking on his task, he begins by
deciding

how

to analyze general education. Should he determine the contents
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of

general education

expected

to study?

and prescribe which courses an educated person might be

Or should general education be defined in terms of methods

of learning, requiring acquaintance with various disciplines? Or might areas
of knowledge be required across departmental lines? Or, with Cicero, might he
stipulate the subjects that must be studied in order to be able to speak
knowledgeably on any subject from many perspectives? If his analysis yields
no commonalities in education, he might abolish requirements altogether. The
point is, the college administrator makes a choice of how he is going to
approach his subject. When he does, he sharpens his analytic knife and slices
accordingly.

frog.

Another example of this concept might be the biologist dissecting a
If she wants to examine the digestive system she slices one way in

order to examine the throat, the digestive tract, the intestines, the stomach
and the bowels. If she wants to examine the circulatory system she slices in

quite another way,' examining everything from blood vessels in its legs, to
arteries in its heart.
Or in a totally different way, she might want to
examine how frogs adapt to their environment, and she would examine everything

from where frogs live to how they gather food. In all cases she is examining
a frog. She made the choice not only to examine the frog, but also how to
slice it.

When
underlying
components

we slice,

form.
What
are revealed

pick apart, and

classify,

we are looking for an

must be recognized is that different kinds of
through different modes of analysis. Aristotle used

the analytic knife on rhetoric, and his analysis is only one example of his
knifemanship. Early Greek handbooks divided rhetoric according to the parts
of an oration: Proem, Narration, Proof and Epilogue.17 Dividing rhetoric
differently, Aristotle set forth the constituents of rhetoric to be invention,
arrangement, style, memory and delivery; and Friedrich Solmsen judges this
quinquipartite analysis
to
be among
his most profound and lasting
contributions to rhetoric.18 Indeed, Aristotle's analysis has dominated
rhetorical theory for centuries; the "New Rhetorics" of the 20th century
afford still another view by slicing in quite different ways.
Pirsig concludes:

...there

is a knife moving here.

A very deadly one; an intellectual

scalpel so swift and so sharp you sometimes don't see it moving. You
get the il,lusion that all those parts are just there and are being
named as they exist.
But they can be named quite differently and
organized quite differently depending on how the knife moves.19

An

audience may be accustomed to viewing a subject on the basis of how

it has been analyzed in the past, on the parts that are "just there and being
named as they exist." But if the speaker presents a new analysis—if he or
she makes a new slice—a new truth can be determined about the subject, and
the audience is enabled to see this truth.

A

religion

professor

at

my

college

knows

how to use the analytic

knife. Unlike conventional introductory religion courses, he does not present
a chronological history of religion, nor does he organize his course to spend
two weeks on Christianity, two weeks on Buddhism, two weeks on Hinduism, and
so on. He slices religion in another way, a way so different from the
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conv6ntional means that he cannot draw up a syllabus for the course, because
it is not organized that way. He does not even call it a "course," it is a

Digametrip.

His students experience religion .from a different vantage

point, something he calls hexagonic vision.

As first, students are confused, even angry over his violation of

typical 101 course standards. They do not know what to expect from one day to
the next, they do not understand why they cannot call it a course, and they do
not have any idea how they could possibly be graded for their work over the
next nine weeks.

However, at different points along the Digametrip, students begin to
catch on. All it takes is accepting a new way to look at the subject, a
setting aside of an expected means of analysis in exchange for a new way.
They begin to learn about religion. Religion 101 is still taught by some
professors at the college in the conventional way. The very fact that the
Digametrip is also called Religion 101 shows that a subject can be sliced in
very different ways.

The student who might have found a conventional introductory religion
course

unimpressive usually comes out of the Digametrip with a positive

understanding of religion.

The different way of approaching the subject

serves as the means for this understanding.

Likewise, the practice of

applying the analytic knife enables the rhetorician to provide not only a new
way to look at the subject, it also provides a means for developing truth.
Ill

The second concept which can be applied when creating rhetorical truth

requires as much, if not more, creative invention as applying the analytic
knife. Where the analytic knife enables the rhetorician to analyze a subject
itself from different perspectives, this second practice involves discovering
unconventional sources of material to use in the speech.
Richard

Weaver, in

arguments—circumstance

and

The Ethics of Rhetoric, discusses two sources of
definition.

He

refers

to

the

source

of

an

argument as the "total persuasive effort" of the rhetorician and cites Edmund
Burke as a speaker who typically argues from circumstance and Abraham Lincoln
as one who argues from def.inition.20 While I will refer to sources of the

materials a speaker

uses, what Weaver says about sources of the premise for

argument is equally applicable.

He writes:

The reasoner reveals his philosophical position by the source of
argument which appears most often in his major premise because the
major premise tells us how he is thinking about the world.

Putting the matter now figuratively, we may say that no man escapes
being

branded by the premise that he regards as most efficacious in an

argument.21

Just as the major premise chosen by a speaker reveals how he is thinking about
the world, so do the materials he chooses. And when Weaver further states,

"Nowhere does a man's rhetoric catch up with him more completely than in the
topics he chooses to win other men's assent,"22 it might be added that the

sources from which a speaker draws materials reveal much about the speaker.

6o

One can tell a great deal about a speaker by the sources upon which he or she
relies.

The practice of discovering sources may be named source-ery, and the
master of sourcery is a sourceror. Rhetoricians, therefore, must also be
sourcerors.

A

prerequisite

to sourcery is an acquaintance with conventional

sources discussed in beginning speech textbooks. A cursory look at a sample
of these texts reveals that they are in general agreement as to conventional

sources. ^^For instance, one book provides a chapter on "Research for Speaking
in Public" and includes sections on library sources, interviews and polls.23
Another classifies resources under the headings: "You, Interviews, Letters

and Questionnaires, and Print Resources."24 Still another beginning speech

text includes an appendix of "Sources of Information and Opinion" which lists
as sources specific encyclopedias, yearbooks, directories and biographical

dictionaries, magazines, newspapers, government documents, U.S. Superintendent
of Documents, publications, nongovernmental documents and pamphlets, and
bibliographies and book indexes.25

The conventional sources named in basic texts are fundamental because

they tell the speaker where to find information on the subject of a speech.
Often, research begins with a review of sources of materials on the subject.
One

exercise

book

on

speech

preparation goes further and collects

comprehensive, topically organized, objectively reported information" on each

of four common speech topics.26 A speaker need only choose one of the four
topics and

then select from

pages of data what information to use. This

manual, entitled Speech Preparation Sourcebook. is an example of research
based on the speaker's subject or topic.

But if the speaker stops there, after only researching in terms of a

subject, the speech will be lacking in a very important aspect. The true
sourceror knows that it is the aim of sourcery not only to research a speech
by subject but also by audience. Sourcery is discovering materials for a
speech in the audience's frame of reference.

Drawing materials from the audience as well as from the subject may
greatly enhance the effectiveness of a speech. But present day public
speaking texts seldom explore the audience as a source of materials. One

might best recall Arthur Edward Phillips' pioneering exposition seventy-six
■years ago in Effective Speaking (1908).
Experience is defined similarily to sourcery:

Reference

to

What Phillips calls Reference to

Experience, as here used, means reference to the known.

The known is that which the listener has seen, heard, read, felt,
believed

or

done,

and

which

still exists in his consciousness—his

stock of knowledge. It embraces all those thoughts, feelings, and
happenings which are to him real. Reference to Experience, then,
means coming into the listener's life. 27

Sourcery applies the same principle to materials. When a speaker uses
materials with which the audience can identify, the speech not only becomes
more effective but also develops rhetorical truth. Audiences make judgments
about the speaker's ideas. These judgments are necessarily made from the

audience s frame of reference. Phillips explains, "Our own experience, then,
IS

the

standard

by which we test the truth or untruth of an assertion."28
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When the speaker, then, amplifies his or her analysis with materials from the
listener s

stock of knowledge," thus, "coming into the listener's life "

rhetorical truth is substantially developed.

'

Using materials from the audience's experience is also more
interesting than relying on documentary evidence only. Phillips observes;
The purpose in speaking is to convey something to others, to make

something clear to them that is not already clear, to make something
impressive that they do not now feel, to have them accept something
they do not now accept.29

Not even the most completely documented, logical demonstration will persuade
apt phrase attributed to James Winans, "A speech is not an essay standing on

an audience, if they do not attend or relate to the words. Moreover, in the

sourcery improves the interest of a speech by applying
Phillips two laws governing Reference to Experience:

1. The more the speaker brings his idea within the vivid experience
of the listener, the more likely will he attain his end.

2. The less the speaker brings his idea within in vivid experience of
the listener, the less likely will he attain his end.31

Further, sourcery enhances the speaker's ethos by revealing the range
and nature of his or her intellectual storehouse, by reflecting a nimble
intellect able to observe likeness in disparate items, and by implying his or
her estimate of the audience. The range and variety of sources a speaker
draws material from reveals whether he or she is widely knowledgeable, or
whether, as was said of Desraeli by an opponent, "his world is no wider than
the soles^ of his feet.

And materials from the National Enauirer or The

^—Dige^ may not only indicate whether the speaker is acquainted with
the best minds, but also, by implication, to whom he or she thinks the
audience will best relate. '

Sourcery reveals the character of the speaker and, by implication, his
or her estimate of the audience; sourcery enlivens interest; and by
discovering materials in the audience's frame of reference, sourcery enables

the speaker to [come] into the listener's life."32 These values of sourcery

Gould ^
and Adlai Stevenson.

When

practice of two notable sourcerors, Stephen Jay

Stephen Jay Goiild, internationally recognized archeologist.

lectured at the 1982 Nobel Conference on "Darwin's Legacy," he practiced

sourcery ably. His audience included Nobel laureates, college and high school
teachers and students, college alumni and visitors interested in Darwinism.
Gould s immensely knowledgeable discussion of misconceptions of evolution

proved him, to be as learned about evolution as any of his distinguished

colleagues.

But what made his speech distinctive and memorable was his use of

non-traditional sources, which he purposely adjusted to his audience. These
sources ranged from showing slides of magazine advertisements to lines of
poetry by Alexander Pope.

u
magazineAlexander
ads andPope's
Pope poetry
have into preparation
do with Darwin?
would
hardly
think of reading
for a One
speech
on
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evolution.
Yet Pope's verse, concluding with the affirmation "Whatever is, is
right," best expressed one of the misconceptions Gould refuted—that evolution
develops teleologically, toward an ideal man. As one listener, I may not long
remember the conventional sources he cited among his scientific proofs, but I
will not soon forget the point he made by quoting Pope. I will also remember
survival by adaptation to environment, illustrated by ads showing the VW Bug
adapting to the environment by mutating into a Rabbit in a garden patch. The
use of these non-traditional sources is what sourcery is all about. I may not
know
much
about
advertisements and

evolution,
but I have seen a great many magazine
I am familiar with Alexander Pope. The use of these vivid

materials brought Gould's argument into my realm of experience.
Even

Integral to Adlai Stevenson's eloquence is his talent with sourcery.
Stevenson's campaign speeches were filled with unexpected sources. He

often directly quoted not only fellow senators and political figures, but also
literary, biblical and historical figures as well. A sampling of his speeches
in his 1952 presidential campaign includes quotes from the following sources;
Samuel Johnson, Theodore Roosevelt, Aristotle, The Bible, Thomas Jefferson,

St.

Francis,

Justice

Holmes, Robert E. Lee, Lawerence of Arabia, Anne O'Hare

McCormick, Walt Whitman, Senaca, Emerson, Shakespeare, Tom Paine, Desraeli,
Andrew Oliver, Bernard Shaw, Justice Hughes, Thornton Wilder, John Donne, the
Talmud, Franklin Adams, Woodrow Wilson, Franklin Roosevelt, Benjamin Franklin,
Herbert Hoover, Brian McMahon, Oliver Wendell Holmes, John Adams, Alexis de
Toqueville, Henry Adams, Dr. Arnold Toynbee, Lord Bryce, Edmund Burke, D. W.
Brogan, John Stuart Mill, Keats, Lincoln, Pericles, Fia Giovanni, Senator
Fulbright, Plato, Kennedy, Bill Dawson, Gladstone, Senator Sharpe Williams,
Winston Churchill, Robert Frost and Eleanor Roosevelt.33
A politician who limits research to the subject alone might wonder how
in an American presidential campaign Stevenson could quote Shakespeare, Plato,
the Talmud, George Bernard Shaw and many others. A sourceror would understand
the practicality of these unconventional sources: they benefit the audience,
as well as the subject; they reveal much about Stevenson himself, as well as
his estimate of the American audience.

Practicing sourcery requires developing new habits. Standard methods
of research of subjects may serve a speaker adequately; unconventional
exploration may often improve effectiveness. A fellow student is enlightened

by materials discovered on "the dark side of the moon." They will never be
found in a debater's handbook; they will not be listed in the card catalogue.
Sourcery, like analytic knifemanship, is the artistry of the rhetorician. In
short, the rhetorician creates truth in human affairs by understanding and
applying the analytic knife and sourcery in rhetoric.
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RE-FORMING GRADUATE EDUCATION
Robert L. Scott*

Professors in what are commonly called "graduate degree granting
institutions" are probably excessively interested in graduate students and the
arrangements that make it possible for them to earn degrees. In the case at

hand, 1 am trying to allay my fears that 1 am talking to myself by observing
that almost all of the members of SAM have earned graduate degrees and that
many of those who have not been granted doctorates may hold that degree as a
goal. At any rate, my musings about where we are and whither we go may strike
some responsive chords. At least that is my aim—stimulating responses.

A disclaimer immediately, not on my behalf but on the behalf of my
colleagues in Speech Communication at the University of Minnesota: although 1
have chatted informally with several of them from time to time about my ideas,
none have endorsed them nor had any chance to do so. If 1 were able to put as
a motion for action what 1 believe concerning the granting of masters and

doctors degrees, 1 am ^ not at all sure that even one of my colleagues at
Minnesota would vote affirmatively.

What 1 shall do may fall between doodling and drawing prototype
automobiles.
Doodles may siphon off extraneous mental energy and the
prototypes sketched in Detroit, and elsewhere, may be as useful in assuring
manufacturers what ought not to be done and in showing the way to better
products. The Edsel is the familiar example of something that might have been
better left on the drawing boards, but the '35 Chrysler Air-Flow, still lauded
as a

brilliant

design

well ahead of its time, was nonetheless a disaster in

the market place.

I trust that my attitude toward this project is clear. But, although
this re-forming may remain totally on paper, we can be sure that the ways of
graduate education in the future will be different; that is to say, 1 am
confident that the last several decades have produced many changes, some for
the better, and that the next several will produce more.
The Context

Although

out differ from

the conditions under which graduate education will be carried

place to

place, one question is and is apt to remain

paramount;
are available resources being utilized well? Answers to that
question will be loaded with interpretations, but we shall answer. Given the

confident predictions that in general the number of students entering colleges
and completing degrees will shrink further for the rest of this century, sheer

Robert Scott is the Chairperson of the Speech Communication Department,
University of Minnesota.
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numbers are apt to figure in our answers with increasing force.

The Department of Speech Communication at the University of Minnesota,
like similar departments across the nation, has been attracting undergraduate
majors at an increasing rate even while enrollments in most other disciplines
generally have been softening. In the last decade, we have nearly tripled our
number of undergraduate majors.
The
include pressures that have resulted in
increasingly difficult for non-majors to
to conveniently enroll in our courses.

a

very

consequences have been varied, but
larger class sizes, which has made it
select our courses and for our majors
It has led to a harassed faculty with

high "work index" (the latter being a complicated measure recently

initiated by the College of Liberal Arts).

Although the professorial staff in our College ranks eighteenth in
over the past three years we have averaged third in the number of majors

size,
earning

bachelors

degrees,

tenth

in

masters,

and

sixth in Ph.D.s.

These

figures result in the second highest "work index" in the college (the first is
American Studies, which has a very small faculty and a great deal of "donated"
teaching by professors in other departments).

In

are
the

short,

I

draw two conclusions:

given the size of our faculty, we

highly "productive" in completing advanced degrees (for the past decade,
number of persons completing graduate degrees in our department as a

proportion of the number admitted has been well up in the highest quartile of
graduate programs at Minnesota); at the same time, we have a heavy commitment
to undergraduate instruction.
Although we have taken measures recently to
reduce the number of undergraduate students majoring in Speech Communication

(some
rather cumbersome
measures, I fear), given the college's and
university's very evident interest in "productivity" as indicated by students
taught, we should scarcely pursue policies that will reduce drastically the
number of student credit hours we teach. We should, however, change markedly
the "mix" of majors and non-majors in our classes; that is, we should decrease
the number of "slots" for majors and increase significantly the number of

"slots" for non-majors in our classes. This would have the effect of making
Speech

Communication

a

more

viable

option

for

students seeking relevant

elective courses.1

We
students.

have already
About

a

made some changes in

the

proportion of graduate

decade ago, we took stock and discovered that we had been

averaging 110 to 120 students earning credit toward graduate degrees each
year.
Although graduate students are difficult tO-count, we had not expected
so many.
Even more surprising was the ratio of those working toward M.A.s as
compared to those working toward Ph.D.s. We thought we had more of the former
than the latter, but the ratio actually was nearly 40/60.
By

more

careful

admissions procedures, we changed these numbers.

We

have been averaging for the past half dozen years about eighty to eighty-five
graduate students earning credit each year. The ratio is now tipped toward
the, M.A. ', but not markedly enough in my opinion—about fifty-five per cent.
Working with graduate students seems to be generally regarded as a
high status activity. Perhaps that thinking is a part of the up-is-good
(down-is-bad) inetaphoric cluster. But if such work is a blessing, it is a
mixed one. My impulse is to expatiate on the disadvantages, but I shall

6?

resist. It seems apparent enough that being in a department that is part of
"a graduate degree granting institution," we would be foolish to put a low
priority on that work.

Across the country, the common observation is that it is becoming
increasingly difficult to attract students to graduate programs and that the
general quality of those applying is falling (the
metaphor again).
How do we attract our share of graduate students? How do we form
programs that will be rewarding to work in?
Rewarding for students?
Rewarding for faculty?
Those questions interlock. Answers may be vital for
our general welfare as a department and as part of a discipline.

The answers, whatever they are and however they come about—by bold
planning or gentle evolution, will take on the peculiar coloration of what we

are now referring to as "the economic climate." First, the cost of graduate
degrees is going up. The state of Minnesota is committed to a funding program
that is tied to tuition-as-a-portion-of-cost. Students are expected to pay
tuitions

of

that

range

the cost of

extent,

they

from about twenty-seven per cent to thirty-five per cent

their

are

now

programs. Although costs may be averaged out to some
becoming

and

will

probably

continue to become more

specific to the degree sought. That means that tuition for graduate degrees
will be substantially higher than tuition for undergraduate degrees.
Secondly, the Increases in graduate tuition are coming as a demand for
holders of graduate degrees softens. In Speech Communication (as with degrees
in the humanities and social sciences generally), the only important specific
demand is for entry into college teaching. Although students with advanced
degrees in Speech Communication have done rather well in getting jobs outside
academia, and

have

done so long before the currently intense talk about such

placement on campuses
demand

out

advanced

there

degree

in

with large graduate schools, 1 see no specific sort of
what

holders.

we

are

pleased to call "the real world" for our

They do well because they scramble and adapt well;

we trust that what they learn with us is efficacious in doing so.2

work

or

We have not yet been embarrassed by large numbers of Ph.D.s out of
severely underemployed.
Many academic fields are embarrassed. A
of observers of the academic scene are reporting that sizable portions

number
of students holding teaching assistantships in many fields apparently regard
them as interesting interim professions. Since they are part-time, they can
be combined with other work to gain income, which, given youth and a
stimulating environment, may lead
to a satisfying life style. The
conventional wisdom of these groups seems to be: hang on to the TAshlps but
don't let earning advanced degrees get in your way. Having Masters degrees
and especially Ph.D.s may be more of an impediment than an advantage when the
temporary

profession

gives out and one must Join the ordinary world of work.

Percentages of students holding TAships who actually complete graduate degrees
are plunging In many graduate schools and academic fields.
In this climate, then, we seek or wander toward our answers.
The Masters PeRree

Most

graduate schools offer two options for the Master of Arts degree;
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one with a thesis, the other without. Traditionally, the non-thesis roasters
degree was considered terminal, that is, as not preparing the student to enter
a doctoral program, but such strictures have been rare for the past quarter
century.
In fact, the non-thesis masters degree seems to be rather widely
encouraged, it seems to me, simply to ease the load on faculty advisers. At
Minnesota the non-thesis M.A. includes the rather vague requirement of a

"project".

For

most of our students the "project" is some

practical

application of communication concepts to their present or projected careers.
I have long thought that the growth of the non-thesis masters has had
a dampening effect on graduate education simply because it engenders the
attitude that graduate study is basically advanced undergraduate work. Since
Minnesota, like most universities, has "cross-over" courses, that is, those
open both to the undergraduates and graduate students, that attitude is
confirmed in practice. A masters degree can easily become more-of-the-same.

Some
years
students—almost all

ago
in
of whom

a
class
designed
were working toward

for
the

entering graduate
masters degree—I

undertook to discuss the meaning of graduate work.
The students became
increasingly restless.
Finally one spoke up, and from the responses I
observed voiced a common feeling: "I do not like your idea of what a masters
degree is." I pointed out that the possessive in his statement was not
entirely appropriate.
Fundamentally I had been paraphrasing and at times
quoting directly from a description of the M.A. degree published by the
Council of Graduate Schools.

What I was Crying Co
scholar.
Perhaps the concept
searching for answers to the

experience.

pin down was Che nebulous concept of being a
is inevitably vague since it has to do with
questions one finds arising from study and

Good students have questions and want to learn iAswers. Ordinary

students have questions and want Co be taught answers. Poor students just
want answers.
Scholars not only have questions but do not expect anyone to
teach them the answers; further, they expect answers to raise new questions.
Most students are practical and expect their education to be practical to a
large degree.
Scholars are impractical and have trouble thinking about their
education as practical, since they have trouble distinguishing something that
might be called "an education" from anything that interests them.
I
masters

am

inclined

to

believe chat we ought to give over the bulk of the

program to good, practical students.

work and applications.
At

These are inclined toward course

A non-thesis masters can be practical for them.

Minnesota we have Identified for over a decade now what we call our

"late afternoon and evening opportunity." We thought we noticed a good number
of

people

who

wanted

graduate

work but who were kept from pursuing degrees

simply because sufficient numbers of graduate courses were not scheduled at
Limes that would make it feasible for them to do so. These persons were
employed

full

time, hence it made sense to us to schedule more classes in the

late afternoon and evening. We did so and began to advertise—in a very mild
sense—the fact that one could earn a masters degree in two years working
steadily taking courses at 4:15 p.m. or later; the end is not easily
accomplished in two years, but some people have done so. Many take longer;
some, a good deal longer.
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I would emphasize this "opportunity."

particular character—marked

It has alreadv takpn nn a

heavily by organizational and small group

communication topther with courses that fit the rather practical notions of

SterJieSiL »Many of our^"'"^^'^^d-P^'^suasion.
non-verbal
and
interviewing.
masters students see their
work communication,
as enhancing their
abilities to get their jobs done and their promotability.
to me we are in a good emphasis,
position toanddo byinattracting
a major metropolitan
more students
areaas it
we could
seems
latP
tighter sequences of courses and, when these were offered in the

iutlinifr^^iT"/

point them toward the interests of the students by

thp non-thesis
nnn t-h ■ masters. "aX
sortsuccessful,
of projectswe that
be acceptable
for
If wethewere
wouldwould
probably
have to find

teaJhi^g e?fo?t

^"^'^tuctors who are not regular faculty members into the

Q?VP hLm
1
U
° P®tsons with graduate degrees and jobs that
Sith tightening
Mnhtenino^ h"f
available.
Unfortunately,
budgets at the work-world
university,areways
and means
of hiring
non-regular faculty members may be increasingly squeezed.

Nonetheless, if we could make a certain sort of pattern evolve I
attract a comfortable number of good students. Further,'it
students^
thisevenportion
of theto program
and advise
students than^^n
than it now^ ""laister
is. It may
be feasible
see a program
that the
is

laST
for

approvalArts.
for
it, perhaps"arrant
a Masterourofseeking
Communicative

to

fifteer arh^ ■

doub?
doubt ?hat
that thi
Lha

a special description .and

non-thesis masters degree could be expanded feasibly
® year.
y®at earning
toward itattract
with about
the degree each
We might,credit
in addition,
some

numbar
h^' would
^ ba sign.if.lcant,
Americans

Officlan

are so certificate conscious that I

""f'- ®®®'t to designate the non-thesis degree

efforts as
L advisers to encourage
I 'I® believe
that wewhoought
makeonstrong
repeated
ettorts
students
were tobent
workingandtoward
the

octorate to write M.A. theses. The number of these students SoSld J^LSl
comparison to the non-thesis students, perhaps a dozen with four to six

not have a faculty of sufficient size to work as intenselv as necessarv u-irh

sJudLtf^shJjLr'^
Further, if the number of doctoral
programs leading In ar\'^°rr'^
that dirL^onstudents.
sLld sh";k,'Joo.
reasons ^ F^ra! 7h

non-thesis masters terminal for three

enteHnl
H t"
status.
If onethis
werewould
precluded
from
entering a doctoral
program ^ with a non-thesis
masters,
stigmatize

he degree

of hn

I rept that; if I could wish it away, I would. But HSnk

r

be inevitable. Second, and closely related, is the problem

non tnesis degrees.

■ g
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probably make a terribly impractical move by insisting on a masters thesis as
a prerequisite. Third, some persons who enter masters programs seeing
themselves as good, practical students, may find that they have a vigorous,

scholarly itch.

Although I'd counsel such students to write theses, I would

not want to preclude them from seeking doctorates if they did not.

Ideally, then, I see a definitely two-track masters program. Since
the students would sit in many of the same classes together, the writing of a
thesis would

be the obvious distinction.

A more subtle distinction, some

seeing themselves as scholars, could be enhanced by encouraging these students
to identify with doctoral students.
The Ph.D. Degree

The changes I see for the masters degree may seem modest—they strike
me as such. I would be more radical in re—forming the Ph.D.

The first stroke toward liberating scholars to be scholars would be

this: no course work would be required in the major. Students would be free
to sit in on any courses in their majors they wished to. Many would want to
for several motives that I hope will become clear.

Even though requiring course work may seem necessary mainly because it
is the backbone of our fees collecting schemes, we should break the image of
what I call the stamp-plan-degree, i.e., save so many stamps, paste them in

the book, and take the book to the redemption center for the premium. I do
not expect to see that image at all occluded for bachelors degrees and little
■for

the masters.

But I find it barely sufferable at the doctoral level where

the only question should be:

Is the person proving him/herself to be an

independent scholar?

We

what

I

can find some other basis for tuition.

would require.

Perhaps it could be tied to

Each student would register for a departmental seminar

for each of six quarters and for a tutorial with an adviser; each student

would pass written and oral comprehensive examinations; each student would
write and defend a dissertation.

Comprehensive examinations should be taken much earlier in the career
of

a

doctoral

students would
them

at

places,
the

student Chan they typically are now.

be

One might hope that some

ready Co take them almost immediately, but most would take

the end of the first year.

Although officially at Minnesota, as most

the doctorate is seen as taking two years of full time work following

masters,

almost

no one does it in that time.

I would see three years as

typical.

The tutorials with an adviser would concentrate on the student's
reading.3 These should guide the reading and seek to raise and answer two

questions.

Is the student ready for the comprehensive examinations? And, is

the student doing the sort of probing that will lead to scholarly research

projects,
students

the chief of which, of course, will be the dissertation? Papers-Che

would

write

for

During the first year,

their

tutors should help answer those questions.

the first question will be of greater moment; during

the second, the second. At the end of the second year, the student should be
well along in studying the literature relevant to her or his dissertation.
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The goal by Che end of the second year should be a well done prospectus so
that the third year could be spent entirely on completing the dissertation.
The seminars should meet for two long sessions a week and be attended

by all doctoral students, all graduate faculty members, and any other persons
interested (scholarly masters students should be encouraged to attend,
especially when they are working on their own research). Faculty members and
third year doctoral students should discuss their ongoing research. Second
year doctoral students should discuss their plans for research. Faculty

members would rotate being in charge so that the bookkeeping of teaching
loads
of

would be satisfied.4 It would seem to me chat we might reap a number

benefits.

Constant criticism of one another's

work would occur in an

atmosphere chat would encourage cooperation. Students might participate with
faculty members in research projects without having to become research
assistants taking over pre-cut portions that fit neatly into some Henry

Fordish plan in which he or she has little control as sometimes happens (I am
told) in programs in which seminars are enclaves defended by this faculty
member or that, each doing his or her work with his or her students.

Sheer competition for time might make it necessary to schedule more
than

one

doctoral seminar each (quarter, but I would want to work for a mix of

student and faculty interests as a critical principle that would Lead to good
communication as a healthy accompaniment to specialization. My taste for

heterogeneity may be too strong, but I believe that it will help safeguard
scholarly independence which I think is a vital concern for any doctoral
program.

The weaknesses of this too neat picture (all such planning tends to
take on a neatness that ought to disquiet us) will be in satisfying graduate
school requirements for a minor (or supporting program at Minnesota) and
research tool (we used to say "foreign language"). Again, we might hope that
many students who enter the program will be well along with these, since the
masters degree at Minnesota, as at most places, becomes a part of the

individual's doctoral degree program. Most of the work in minors takes place
in

cross-over

courses

in

other

departments

as matters stand now and could

continue to do so. Likewise, students from other departments now take and
would continue to take cross-over courses with our masters students. It is

not clear to me how they might participate in our seminars if they were
seeking to satisfy minor or supporting program requirements, but perhaps some
ways could be worked out.

The plan for the Ph.D. outlined here may appear to lack the structure

and minimum requirement orientation of traditional doctoral studies. One may

properly ask, How does this plan assure that the students read in fields other
than those that directly interest them? How can we be sure Che student has
adequate grounding in a broad range of theory and in research methods? How

does this plan assure that the student will integrate studies in Che major
with relevant offerings in other departments?

Obviously, the proposed plan places more responsibility on both
students and faculty for planning and implementing doctoral studies than do
traditional "track/pre-requisite" oriented programs. Therefore, it would
require much more careful attention to doctoral student admissions, degree

planning, and to continued monitoring by faculty of student progress than most

of us are used to.

?2

Conclusion

My day-dream is to see a graduate program at Minnesota that would keep
its current size and might even increase a little in terms of students earning
credits toward degrees each year. But the numbers would shift even further
toward

the

non-thesis

masters.

encourage some students at both
stronger, independent Scholars.

At

the

the

same

time,

I believe that we can

masters and doctoral levels to become

Readers of the SAM Journal may weigh their own experiences as graduate
faculty members, former graduate students, and even as prospective graduate
students to let me know in what ways and to what degree my thinking strikes
them as sensible and, similarly, how I am simply all wet.
One thing
and will

changed

we can be sure of, graduate study here and elsewhere has
continue to do so. Some of those changes may be for the

better.
ENDNOTES

1.
Recently other university departments have formally recognized the study
of speech-communication as a valuable supplement to their offerings by
requiring their majors to take certain of our courses. For example, the
School of Journalism requires its broadcast news sequence majors to take our
TV production courses, and the School of Management requires its majors to

complete

six credits of "communication related" courses, which may include our

public speaking and small groups courses. Unfortunately, heavy enrollment
pressure in our courses from our own majors prevents many of these non-speech
undergraduates from registering as they need and wish to.
2.

It

should

be

noted that there is some recent interest and research on

identifying and developing non-teaching courses for Ph.D.s in the humanities
and social sciences.
Such research will benefit those of us in Speech
Communication who want to provide more course options that may lead to a
variety of employment opportunities for our graduate students. See Roger E.
Lyman and Nancy A. Risser, Humanities Ph.D.s and Non-Academic Careers: A
Guide for Faculty
Cooperation, 1983).

Advisers

(Evanston, 111.:

The Committee on Institutional

3.
One of ra y colleagues sees my ideas carrying us back toward traditional
European patterns in graduate education. In that pattern, he fears, graduate
study may easily become too cloistered and students parcelled out among senior
professors as if they were private possessions-') Such tendencies surely ought
to be resisted, and I have tried to guard against them in what I have
sketched.
Read on.
But be alert; we all know that results are seldom just
what one plans for.
4.
Whereas the tutorials might be arranged handily, scheduling seminars
like those envisioned would probably be quite difficult. In these days of
students and professors with complex interests and commitments, finding times
common for all would take a severe adjustment of priorities.
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